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About This Document
This document describes how to install, configure, and troubleshoot HP-UX Trusted Computing
Services (TCS) on HP-UX 11i v3 platforms.

Intended Audience
This document is intended for system and network administrators responsible for installing,
configuring, and managing HP-UX TCS. Administrators are expected to have knowledge of
operating system concepts, commands, and configuration. Familiarity with Trusted Platform
Modules is helpful but not required. This document is not a tutorial.

New and Changed Information in This Edition
The information in this document reflects the following new product features:
• TPM OpenSSL Engine
• tpmcreate utility

Typographic Conventions
This document uses the following typographical conventions:
%, $, or # A percent sign represents the C shell system prompt. A dollar

sign represents the system prompt for the Bourne, Korn, and
POSIX shells. A number sign represents the superuser prompt.

audit(5) A manpage. The manpage name is audit, and it is located in
Section 5.

Command A command name or qualified command phrase.
Computer output Text displayed by the computer.
Ctrl+x A key sequence. A sequence such as Ctrl+x indicates that you

must hold down the key labeled Ctrl while you press another
key or mouse button.

ENVIRONMENT VARIABLE The name of an environment variable; for example, PATH.
[ERROR NAME] The name of an error, usually returned in the errno variable.
Key The name of a keyboard key. Return and Enter both refer to the

same key.
Term The defined use of an important word or phrase.
User input Commands and other text that you type.
Variable The name of a placeholder in a command, function, or other

syntax display that you replace with an actual value.
[] The contents are optional in syntax. If the contents are a list

separated by |, you can choose one of the items.
{} The contents are required in syntax. If the contents are a list

separated by |, you must choose one of the items.
... The preceding element can be repeated an arbitrary number of

times.
Indicates the continuation of a code example.

| Separates items in a list of choices.
WARNING A warning calls attention to important information that if not

understood or followed results in personal injury or
nonrecoverable system problems.
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CAUTION A caution calls attention to important information that if not
understood or followed results in data loss, data corruption, or
damage to hardware or software.

IMPORTANT An important provides essential information to explain a concept
or to complete a task.

NOTE A note contains additional information to emphasize or
supplement important points of the main text.

Related Information
The latest documentation relating to TCS is available in the English language as follows:
• The TCS web page on the HP Software Depot website, http://www.software.hp.com
• HP-UXTrusted Computing Services Release Notes - See the Trusted Computing Services section

at http://docs.hp.com/en/internet.html
• For an in-depth tutorial on Trusted Computing, see Trusted Computing Platforms, TCPA

Technology in Context, available at http://www.hp.com/hpbooks/prentice/ptr_0130092207.html
• HP-UX Encrypted Volumes and File Systems (EVFS) documentation is available at http://

docs.hp.com/en/
internet.html#Encrypted%20Volume%20and%20File%20System%20%28EVFS%29

• Trusted Computing Group website: http://www.trustedcomputinggroup.org

Publishing History
The document printing date and part number indicate the document’s current edition. The
printing date will change when a new edition is printed. Minor changes may be made at reprint
without changing the printing date. The document part number will change when extensive
changes are made. Document updates may be issued between editions to correct errors or
document product changes. To ensure that you receive the updated or new editions, you should
subscribe to the appropriate product support service. See your HP sales representative for details.
You can find the latest version of this document online at http://www.docs.hp.com.

Publication DateEdition NumberSupported VersionsSupported Operating
Systems

Manufacturing Part
Number

June 20071A.01.00
A.01.01

HP-UX 11i v2
HP-UX 11i v3

5991–7466

October 20082A.02.00HP-UX 11i v35992–4672

HP Encourages Your Comments
HP encourages your comments concerning this document. We are committed to providing
documentation that meets your needs. Send any errors found, suggestions for improvement, or
compliments to:
feedback@fc.hp.com
Include the document title, manufacturing part number, and any comment, error found, or
suggestion for improvement you have concerning this document.
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1 Trusted Computing Systems Overview
Technology Overview

HP-UX Trusted Computing Services (TCS) provides software support for the Trusted Platform
Module (TPM) chip on HP-UX Integrity servers. The TPM is a low cost, embedded security chip
available for selected ZX2-based Integrity servers that provides hardware-enforced key
management. TCS and TPM provide additional protection for cryptographic keys by ensuring
a given private key can be used only with a specific and unique TPM chip mounted on a system
board.
Built according to industry standards, the TPM provides secure key services by securely generating
and storing cryptographic keys. TCS provides application services and commands that allow
users to generate keys using the TPM and to manage these keys. Applications such as HP-UX
Secure Shell (SSH), HP-UX Encrypted Volumes and File Systems (EVFS), and Stunnel can acquire
TPM protection by using TCS to add their cryptographic keys to the TPM key hierarchy.
TCS includes the following elements:
• A kernel driver for base communications with the TPM hardware.
• An industry-standard Trusted Computing Group Software Stack (TSS) implementation

based on the open source TrouSerS product. TrouSerS was created and released by IBM.
More information on TSS is available at http://www.trustedcomputinggroup.org

• A set of management utilities for initial setup and ongoing maintenance of the TPM, including
operations such as key backup and restoration.

• Utilities for on-demand encryption and decryption of user-specified files and directories.
• A utility for generating RSA key pairs with private key components that are secured by the

TPM.
• The TPM OpenSSL engine, a binary executable that enables OpenSSL applications to use

private keys secured by the TPM. This executable is dynamically loadable using the OpenSSL
engine mechanism.

• A module for EVFS that allows the secure storage of EVFS private keys using the TPM.
The TPM serves as an independent processing unit with nonvolatile memory that stores sensitive
information. It contains functions for asymmetric encryption and signing (PKI), cryptographic
key generation, random number generation, and hashing. The TPM, in combination with firmware,
loader, and kernel modifications, builds a chain of protection that can extend across the network.
Figure 1-1 (page 11) shows components of a TPM.

Figure 1-1 Trusted Platform Module (TPM)
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The TCS application level software stack is a modified version of TrouSerS. Trousers is a Common
Public License (CPL) licensed Trusted Computing Group Software Stack (TSS) that enables
multiple applications to simultaneously access and use the TPM without requiring the applications
to explicitly synchronize access. TCS complies with the TSS 1.1 Golden specification.

Architecture
Figure 1-2 illustrates the architecture of the TCS stack.

Figure 1-2 TCS Architecture
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System Firmware
The first level of the TCS architecture stack is the system firmware that interfaces with the TPM,
which is physically attached to the system as a core I/O device. The system firmware also includes
the necessary bus logic to communicate with the TPM.

TPM Device Driver
The first layer of software consists of the HP-UX TPM device driver. This driver provides
communication between the user space software stack (the TSS Core Services tcsd daemon)
and the TPM by providing a layer for transporting a byte stream to and from the TPM.

TSS Device Driver Library
The TSS Device Driver Library (TDDL), libtddl.a, provides an interface to the TPM device
driver. This library is used only by tcsd and is not supported for customer use.

The tcsd Daemon
The TSS Core Services tcsd daemon starts at system initialization time and opens the TPM
device (/dev/tpm). After the tcsd daemon opens the TPM device, all requests to the TPM go
through the TSS stack. The tcsd daemon manages TPM resources and handles requests from
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local and remote TSS applications. It provides a single entry point for user-space processes to
logically access the TPM.
Thetcsddaemon includes the following components that perform core Trusted Platform Support
Service functions:
• The Context Manager allows multiple applications to access the TPM simultaneously by

maintaining a separate context for each application and transparently handling any needed
context switching.

• The Key and Credential Manager stores keys and authorization data.
• The TPM Parameter Block Generator translates parameters received through TSS function

calls to the ordinal byte stream format used by TPM and translates back the responses.

System Persistent Storage
The TPM stores only a small number of keys in its internal memory. TCS also stores keys on
disk, in System Persistent Storage. For more information on TPM key storage areas, see “TPM
Key Storage” (page 15) .

Port Number
The tcsd daemon receives service requests and commands from TSS applications using a TCP
port. The default port number is 30003.

The tcsd.conf Configuration File
The tcsd.conf configuration file specifies tcsd operating parameters including data storage
directories, and log file locations. For more information, see “Modifying tcsd Operating
Parameters” (page 69).

TSPI Library
The application interface to the TSS stack is the TCG Service Provider Interface (TSPI). The TSPI
is a shared library used by TSS-aware applications. It enables an application to establish a TCP
connection to a local or remotetcsd and serializes the associated commands to thetcsddaemon.
The primary user interface to the TPM is through the utilities and commands that use the TSPI,
as described in the sections that follow. In addition, customers and Independent Software Vendors
(ISVs) can write applications that use the TSPI library.

TPM Management Utilities
TCS includes utilities to administer the TPM and provide TPM diagnostics. These utilities are
as follows:
tpmadm The tpmadm command administers the TPM at initial setup and for periodic

maintenance. The tpmadm command also supports subcommands to back up and
restore TPM keys.

tpmlist Thetpmlist command reports TPM status; for example, whether the TPM is active,
enabled, owned, ownable, or clearable. It also lists information about TPM keys.

On-Demand Encryption Utilities
TCS includes the following utilities to provide a simple method for users to encrypt and decrypt
a file or group of files as needed:
• tpmencrypt

• tpmdecrypt

These utilities use the system processor to encrypt and decrypt the data for bulk encryption
performance and to avoid overloading the TPM. The bulk encryption key is encrypted using the
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TPM for additional security, and the encrypted data can be decrypted only on the system with
the same TPM.
TCS on-demand encryption utilities use the TPM key infrastructure; no additional key
administration is needed.

TCS RSA Key Utility and TPM OpenSSL Engine
The TCS RSA key utility, tpmcreate, creates RSA key pairs that are bound to the local TPM;
the private RSA key is protected by the TPM.
The TPM OpenSSL engine enables an OpenSSL application to use TCS RSA key pairs in the same
way it would use RSA keys generated by OpenSSL software. You can use TCS RSA key pairs
with OpenSSL to create X.509 security certificates.
Using TCS RSA key pairs and the TPM OpenSSL engine provides the following benefits:
• Hardware-based encrypted storage for RSA private keys.
• Platform identity. The TPM-protected private key is associated with a unique server because

it is bound to a specific TPM. This association is extended to the X.509 certificate containing
the associated public key.

• Transparent compatibility for RSA session peers, remote or local, and for Certificate
Authorities (CAs). Session peers and CAs require no modifications to use TPM-protected
X.509 certificates.

• Runtime loading with minimal or no source code changes. Applications that are enabled to
use the OpenSSL engine infrastructure require no changes.

• Optional 128-byte passphrase protection for private keys.
• Public keys compatible with OpenSSL commands and libraries. The keys can be stored in

Secure Shell version 2 (SSHv2), Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM), or Distinguished Encoding
Rules (DER) format.

For more information about the TPM OpenSSL engine, see “OpenSSL Engine Infrastructure and
TPM OpenSSL Engines” (page 40).

TCS RSA Key Utility
The tpmcreate utility creates RSA key pairs that are protected by the TPM. It can also wrap,
or protect, an existing RSA key pair. On systems with HP-UX Secure Shell (SSH) version
A.05.00.029, you can also use a TCS RSA key pair for SSH server key authentication.
For more information about tpmcreate, see “The tpmcreate Utility” (page 40).

TPM EVFS Library
TCS also provides the TPM EVFS library that EVFS can use to protect its keys with the TPM. The
TPM EVFS library is built on the TSPI library and provides an interface between the TSPI interface
defined by the TCG and the key protection interface defined by EVFS.
For more information about the TCS EVFS library, see Chapter 7 (page 61).

TPM Key Hierarchy
TPM uses a hierarchical key encryption scheme, where a key protects the key or keys directly
below it in the hierarchy. Figure 1-3 shows the TPM key hierarchy.
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Figure 1-3 TPM Key Hierarchy
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Most of the keys provided by TPM are asymmetric key pairs. An asymmetric key pair is composed
of a public key and a private key. The keys are related so that data encrypted by the public key
can be decrypted only by the private key. The public key can be openly distributed and shared;
the private key must be kept secret.

TPM Key Storage
A TPM has little internal storage area for keys. Rather than store every key in the TPM, which
would quickly fill the storage area, the TPM stores only few keys in its internal memory. All
other TPM keys are derived from or encrypted by a key in TPM internal memory. These additional
keys are stored on disk in encrypted form. A chain of protection is established to the TPM keys
stored on disk so that these keys are as secure as the keys stored on the TPM (see “Chain of
Protection” (page 17)).
TPM keys stored on disk can be stored in three areas:
• System persistent storage
• User persistent storage
• External storage
The TCG defines two types of persistent storage: system persistent storage and user persistent
storage. System persistent storage contains data retained across system reboots. Some keys
created by TCS utilities are stored in system persistent storage. By default, TCS uses the file
/etc/opt/tcs/system.data for system persistent storage.
User persistent storage contains data stored on a per-session basis. TCS utilities do not store data
in user persistent storage. However, you can use the TSPI interface to write applications that
store and access data in user persistent storage.
TCS utilities also create and protect data stored in files or databases outside of TCS storage, or
in external storage. For example, TCS RSA key pairs are stored in user-specified files, external
to TCS storage (TCS RSA key pairs are described in “TCS RSA Key Pairs” (page 17)).
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Storage Root Key (SRK)
The Storage Root Key (SRK) is the root or top key in the TPM key hierarchy. The SRK is an
asymmetric key pair that TPM generates when the operator takes ownership of the TPM during
the initial TCS installation procedure. The private key component of the SRK is stored in TPM
internal memory and never leaves the TPM. To access data or a key encrypted by the SRK public
key, the encrypted data or key is loaded into the TPM and decrypted directly by the TPM.

Roaming Key (RK)
The Roaming Key (RK) is an asymmetric key pair. The RK is a child of the SRK and is protected
by the SRK. The SRK protects the RK by using its public key to encrypt the RK private key.
The RK key is stored in system persistent storage as a key blob, which is an opaque data object.
The key blob includes the RK private key encrypted by the SRK public key. It also includes the
RK public key and other data used by TCS.

Migratable Keys
Migratable keys are keys that can be migrated or moved and used on another TPM system. The
RK is migratable; an authorized administrator can migrate the RK to another system, where it
is encrypted by the SRK on the target system. TCS encrypts the RK private key with a secret
passphrase before migration to protect it in transit.
All keys below the RK in the hierarchy are also migratable. Migrating keys is useful in cluster
environments, where you might want to have the same TCS application keys or data encrypted
by TCS application keys available on multiple systems.
TCS enables administrators to migrate the RK and its descendent keys by creating TPM key
archives. This procedure is described in “Creating and Restoring TPM Key Backup Files”
(page 31).

System Specific Storage Key (SK)
The System Specific Storage Key (SK) is a child of the SRK and protected by the SRK. The SK is
not migratable.
TCS creates an SK but does not protect any other keys with the SK.

TCS Application Keys
TCS application keys are keys generated and used by the TCS tpmcreate, tpmencrypt, and
tpmdecrypt utilities and by utilities modified to use TCS, such as EVFS. TCS supports the
following TCS application key types:
• TCS on-demand encryption keys
• TCS RSA key pairs
• TCS EVFS keys

TCS On-Demand Encryption Keys
TCS on-demand encryption keys are used for the tpmencrypt and tpmdecrypt utilities. The
tpmencrypt utility generates a symmetric key and an asymmetric key pair. It encrypts the user
data with the symmetric key and encrypts the symmetric key with the public key component of
the asymmetric key pair. The tpmencrypt utility protects the private key component with the
RK.
By default, TCS stores the encrypted symmetric key as part of the output file that contains the
encrypted data. If the user specifies the -d option, TCS stores it system persistent storage
By default, TCS on-demand encryption keys require authorization. Users establish a passphrase
when they encrypt data withtpmencrypt, and must enter the same passphrase when decrypting
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the data with tpmdecrypt. Users can also specify a tpmencrypt option so that no authorization
information is required to decrypt the data.

TCS RSA Key Pairs
A TCS RSA key pair is an asymmetric RSA key pair, protected by the TPM; the private key is
encrypted by the RK, so it can be utilized only within the TPM. TCS RSA key pairs are generated
using the tpmcreate utility. You can also use tpmcreate to encrypt or wrap an existing RSA
private key with the RK.
TCS RSA key pairs are stored in user-specified file locations, external to TCS storage.
By default, TCS RSA key pairs do not require authorization, but users can specify an option to
establish a passphrase that protects the keys when creating them or when wrapping an existing
RSA private key.

TCS EVFS Keys
You can use TCS to protect the private key component of an EVFS user key pair (an EVFS private
key). TCS generates an asymmetric key pair (TCS EVFS keys) and uses the public key component
to encrypt the EVFS private key. The TCS private key is protected by the RK.
The EVFS private key is stored in the EVFS key storage database, which is configured and
managed by EVFS. The TCS EVFS key pair generated to protect the EVFS private key is stored
in TCS system persistent storage.
TCS EVFS keys require authorization. The passphrase that EVFS normally uses to encrypt the
private key component of an EVFS user key is instead used by TCS to authorize access to the
private key.

Chain of Protection
The private key component of TCS application keys are encrypted by the RK public key. There
is a chain of protection (Figure 1-4) from the SRK private key stored on the TPM to a TCS
application key as follows:
• The TPM contains and protects the SRK. The SRK can be used only by accessing the TPM.
• The SRK protects the RK. The RK private key can be decrypted only by the SRK private key.
• The RK protects the TCS application key. The TCS application private key can be decrypted

only by the RK private key.

Figure 1-4 TCS Chain of Protection

TPM with System
Root Key (SRK)

Roaming Key (RK) TCS Application Key Encrypted
Data

TPM contains and
protects the SRK 

SRK protects
the RK 

RK protects the
TCS application key 

TCS application
key protects 
the data 

Data

Because of this chain of trust, a TCS application key and data protected by the TCS application
key can be used only on the system with the same TPM used to create the TCS application key.
(An exception to this is a TCS application key that has been migrated to a target system. When
keys are migrated, the RK used to protect the TCS application keys has been re-encrypted with
the SRK on the target system and the migrated keys can be used on the target system.)
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The TSPI library also includes routines that encrypt, decrypt, or sign data using a key protected
by the RK, such as a TCS application key. When these routines are used to decrypt data, the
following events occur (Figure 1-5):
1. The data is loaded into the TPM with the TCS application key blob and the RK key blob.
2. The TPM uses its internal SRK private key to extract and decrypt the RK private key from

the RK key blob.
3. The TPM uses the RK private key to extract the TCS private key from the TCS application

key blob.
4. The TPM encrypts, decrypts, or signs the data using the TCS private application key.
5. The TPM returns the decrypted data to the calling application.

Figure 1-5 TCS Application Key Processing
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TPM
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application private key from the application
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4. Encrypt, decrypt, or sign the data with the
application private key.

SRK

5. Return the decrypted data.

1. Load the encrypted data, application key
blob, and RK key blob into the TPM.

Data

A similar sequence of events occurs when data is encrypted or signed with a TCS application
key. Note that the TPM performs the data decryption, encryption, and signing operations using
its local processor and never exposes the TCS application key, RK, or SRK private keys during
these operations.
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2 Installing TCS
This chapter describes how to install, upgrade, reinstall, and remove TCS. This chapter addresses
the following topics:
• “Installing TCS” (page 19)
• “Upgrading or Reinstalling TCS” (page 25)
• “Removing TCS” (page 26)

Installing TCS
TCS is supported only on HP-UX servers with TPM hardware. The TPM must be present and
enabled for the configuration phase of TCS to complete successfully.
Alternately, see the installation guide for your TPM-enabled Integrity server, for example: HP
Integrity rx6600: Installation Guide, Appendix A. If the TPM hardware is not enabled, TCS installs
with warnings, but software configuration fails. You can enable the TPM after installing the TCS,
but you must run the swconfig TCS command after enabling the TPM for TCS to operate.
To install TCS on a supported platform, follow these steps:
1. Enable the TPM in firmware.
2. Acquire the TCS software.
3. Install the TCS software.
4. Verify the TCS software installation.
5. Verify that TCS operating.
6. Back up TCS data and keys.

Step 1: Enabling the TPM
Systems that support TCS have a TPM installed, but the TPM must be enabled in firmware as
part of the TCS installation process. To verify whether the TPM is enabled, log in as superuser
and enter the following command:
ioscan | grep “Trusted Platform Module”

If the TPM is enabled, the command output includes a line indicating a hardware address for
the TPM and unknown as the class for the TPM.
If the TPM is not enabled, you can enable it using one of the following methods:
• Use the EFI Boot Manager
• Use the command line in the EFI shell
Both methods require you to reboot the system.

Enabling the TPM from the EFI Boot Manager
To enable the TPM from the EFI Boot Manager, follow these steps:
1. Access the EFI Boot Manager.
2. From the Boot Menu in the EFI utility, select Security Configuration and press Enter.
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NOTE: The EFI Boot Manager screens on your system may vary from those shown
depending on your system type and firmware version.

3. From the Security Configuration menu, select Set Trusted Platform Module
State and press Enter.

4. From the Set Trusted Platform Module State menu, select Y and press Enter to
initiate the TPM enablement process.
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5. A menu appears asking if you want to reset the system. Select Y and press Enter.
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6. After initiating a system reset, verify that the TPM is enabled by selecting Set Trusted
Platform Module from the Security Configuration Menu and pressing Enter. The
Set Trusted Platform Module window appears with Current Setting: Enabled if the
TPM is enabled.

Enter N.

Enabling the TPM from the EFI Shell
To enable the TPM from the EFI Shell, follow these steps:
1. Enter the following command at the EFI Shell prompt:

secconfig tpm on

For example:
Shell> secconfig tpm on

SYSTEM SECURITY CONFIGURATION

Trusted Boot:             Not Supported

TPM:                      Enabled

TPM Vendor ID:            0x15D1

TPM Product ID:           0x0006

TPM TCG Spec Version:     1.1.0.0

* A reboot is required for security configuration changes to take effect.

During reboot, the chassis log displays BOOT_TPM_ACTIVATED, indicating that the TPM is
enabled.
SFW 0  0  0x0400008700E00000 000000FFFF06FF83 IO_LBA_INIT

SFW 0  0  0x0400008700E00000 000000FFFF07FF83 IO_LBA_INIT

SFW 0  0  0x0000008000E00000 0000000000000000 IO_DISCOVERY_DONE

SFW 0  0  0x00001B8100E00000 0000000000000000 BOOT_TPM_ACTIVATED
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2. Verify that the TPM is enabled by entering the following command at the EFI shell prompt:
secconfig

For example:
Shell> secconfig

SYSTEM SECURITY CONFIGURATION

  TPM:                    Enabled

Step 2: Acquiring TCS Software
TCS software is available free of charge at HP Software Depot.
To download TCS, follow these steps:
1. Go to HP Software Depot at

http://www.software.hp.com

2. Search for TCS (keyword TCS) and read the information on the TCS release web page.
3. Select Receive for Free >> at the bottom of the page.
4. Enter your registration information.
5. Review and accept the Warranty and Terms and Conditions statements.
6. Select Download at the bottom of the page and save the TCS depot as a local file on your

system, for example, in /tmp/TCS_A.02.00_HP-UX_B.11.31_IA.depot.
7. Verify that the depot file is on your system by running the following command:

swlist -d @ depot_file

For example:
# swlist -d @ /tmp/TCS_A.02.00_HP-UX_B.11.31_IA.depot

# Initializing...
# Contacting target <hostname>...
#
# Target:  <hostname>:/tmp/TCS_A.02.00_HP-UX_B.11.31_IA.depot
#

#
# Bundle(s):
#

  TCS   A.01.00        HP-UX Trusted Computing Services

Step 3: Installing TCS Software
To install TCS software, follow these steps:
1. Verify that you have installed any required patches. See the HP-UX Trusted Computing

Services Release Notes for a list of the latest requirements in the HP-UX Trusted Computing
Services section at http://www.docs.hp.com/en/internet.html.

2. Login as superuser.
3. Install the depot using an interactive swinstall session, or enter following command:

swinstall -s depot_name

Where depot_name is the name of the depot file,
If the installation fails with a message indicating TPM ownership has been taken previously,
you must clear the TPM hardware.
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NOTE: The TPM driver is a Dynamically Loadable Kernel Module (DLKM) and does not
require a reboot. However, after the first load of the TPM driver, the TPM device still appears
as unclaimed until a new ioscan command is issued. This is expected behavior. If the
installation requires a reboot, a separate ioscan command is not needed because the TPM
device is claimed by the DLKM driver at boot time.

Deferring TCS Configuration
By default, the swinstall installation script for TCS also configures TCS, so that TCS is
immediately operational. To defer TCS configuration, include the following specification in the
swinstall command:
-x defer_configure=true

If you use the interactive swinstall interface, select Options, then select the checkbox for Defer
configuration.

TCS Software Configuration Details
When the configuration section of the TCS swinstall script runs, the following events occur:
• If TCS is already configured, (for example, if you are updating TCS software), the tcsd

daemon is halted and the TPM driver is unloaded to prevent any applications from using
the TPM.

• The script takes ownership of the TPM if there is no current owner. The script then executes
the tpmadm takeownership command to establish the server as the unique owner. This
also sets the TPM password, as described in “Specifying the TPM Password” (page 32).

• If the TPM is not already owned, the configuration script uses the tpmadm command to
generate the Roaming Key (RK) and the System Specific Storage Key (SK). See tpmadm(1M)
for more information about these operations.

• If the TPM is already owned, the configuration script does not change the RK or the SK.

Step 4: Verifying the TCS Installation
To verify the installation, follow these steps:
1. Enter the following command:

swverify TCS

If TCS is installed correctly on the system, the swverify output includes the following
message:
* Verification succeeded

2. Check theswinstall.log and theswagent.log log files in the/var/adm/sw/directory
for messages about the TCS product bundle.

Step 5: Verifying TCS Operation
To verify TCS operation, enter the following command:
tpmlist status

The tpmlist status command uses the tcsd daemon to get status information from the
TPM. If TCS is running, this command displays the following message:
Owned:         yes  
Activated:     yes  
Enabled:       yes  
Ownable:       yes  
Owner Clear:   disabled  
Force Clear:   disabled
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If the tpmlist status command output does not indicate that TCS is running, see Chapter 9
(page 79).

Step 6: Backing Up TCS System Data Files and TPM Keys
HP recommends that you back up the TCS system data files and TPM keys immediately after
installation to enable you to recover keys and data if TPM hardware fails. To back up TCS system
data and TPM keys, complete the following steps:
1. Back up the files in the directory /etc/opt/tcs using any file backup utility.
2. Create a TPM key archive by entering the following command:

tpmadm backup filename=myBackupFile

Where myBackupFile is the name of the TPM key archive file to create.

For more information on backing up TCS system data and keys, see “Backing Up and Restoring
TCS System Data and Keys” (page 29).

Upgrading or Reinstalling TCS
If you already have TCS software on your system and are upgrading TCS, follow these steps:
1. Create backup copies of TCS system data files and TPM keys. You may need to restore these

files if you encounter problems during the upgrade procedure.
Back up the files in the directory /etc/opt/tcs using any file backup utility and create a
TPM key archive using the tpmadm backup command.
For more information about backup procedures, see “Backing Up and Restoring TCS System
Data and Keys” (page 29).

2. Prepare to remove the TCS software bundle. Check for connections to the tcsd TCP port
in the ESTABLISHED, CLOSED, or FIN_WAIT_2 state; connections in these states cause the
TCS software removal script to fail. By default, the tcsd port number is 30003.
Use the following command to determine if there are TCP connections to port 30003:
For example:
# netstat -an | grep 30003
tcp        0      0  127.0.0.1.30003        *.*                     LISTEN
tcp        0      0  127.0.0.1.61849        127.0.0.1.30003         ESTABLISHED
tcp        0      0  127.0.0.1.30003        127.0.0.1.61849         ESTABLISHED

netstat -an | grep 30003

In most cases, the processes owning these connections will be daemons that are using
OpenSSL with TPM-protected keys, such as stunnel, or the sshd daemon.
You can also use an open source utility, such as lsof, to determine the owner of sockets
with port number 30003. The lsof utility is not supported by HP, but is available for free
from the Porting and Archive Centre for HP-UX at http://hpux.cs.utah.edu.
You can use the followinglsof command to determine the names and PIDs of the processes
using port 30003:
lsof -i:30003

For example:
# lsof -i:30003
COMMAND   PID USER   FD   TYPE             DEVICE SIZE/OFF NODE NAME
tcsd     4525  tss    7u  IPv4 0xe000000145571680      0t0  TCP localhost:30003)
tcsd     4525  tss    8u  IPv4 0xe000000145887d00      0t0  TCP localhost:30003)
stunnel 10126 root    4u  IPv6 0xe000000145bea680      0t0  TCP localhost:61849)

In this listing, the first entry corresponds to the listen socket used by tcsd. The next two
entries correspond the sockets for the TCP connection between stunnel and tcsd.
Terminating the stunnel process (kill -9 10126) closes the TCP connection.
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3. Remove the current TCS software by entering the following command:
swremove TCS

4. Download the new version of TCS software, as described in “Step 2: Acquiring TCS Software”
(page 23).

5. Use swinstall to install the software, with deferred configuration. This procedure is
described in “Step 3: Installing TCS Software” (page 23) and “Deferring TCS Configuration”
(page 24).

6. If necessary, restore the backup copies of the /etc/opt/tcs/passwd and /etc/opt/
tcs/system.data files. For information about file permissions, owner, and group
information, see “Restoring TCS System Data” (page 30).

7. Reconfigure the TCS software by entering the following command:
swconfig TCS

8. Verify the TCS installation by entering the following command:
swverify TCS

For more information, see “Step 4: Verifying the TCS Installation ” (page 24).

9. Verify TCS operation by entering the following command:
tcslist status

For more information, see “Step 5: Verifying TCS Operation” (page 24).

Removing TCS
Under normal circumstances you do not need to remove the TCS bundle unless there is a
TPM-related error affecting the system.

CAUTION: Removing the TCS bundle deletes the TPM password and all TPM keys stored in
system persistent storage. Any data encrypted with or using TPM keys becomes unusable if you
do not create a TPM key archive as described in “Creating and Restoring TPM Key Backup Files”
(page 31).

To remove TCS, follow these steps:
1. Log in to the system as a superuser.
2. Prepare to remove the TCS software bundle as described in step 2 in the procedure

“Upgrading or Reinstalling TCS” (page 25). If you want to retain data in the /etc/opt/
tcs/ directory, move the data to another location.

3. To remove the TCS software bundle, enter the following command:
swremove TCS

4. To verify TCS was removed from the system, enter the following command:
swlist TCS

If TCS was removed from the system, the swlist TCS command displays the following
messages:
# Initializing...
# Contacting target ""...
ERROR: Software "TCS" was not found on ...

The TCS software removal sequence includes the following operations:
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1. The files in the/etc/opt/tcs/directory are deleted. These files contain the TPM password
and the TCS encryption keys.

2. If TCS is configured for EVFS, the removal script exits with an error and reminds you to
unconfigure TCS for EVFS before removing TCS.

3. The removal script stops tcsd, unloads the TPM device driver, and removes all file sets for
the TCS bundle.
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3 Basic TCS Administration
This chapter contains information on basic TCS administrative tasks for day-to-day operation.
For information on advanced administrative tasks see Chapter 8 (page 67).
This chapter addresses the following topics:
• “TPM Administration Utilities” (page 29)
• “Backing Up and Restoring TCS System Data and Keys” (page 29)

— “Backing Up and Restoring TCS System Data Files” (page 30)
— “Creating and Restoring TPM Key Backup Files” (page 31)

• “Retrieving TPM Status Information” (page 31)
• “Specifying Secret Passphrases” (page 32)
• “Managing TPM Ownership and the TPM Password” (page 32)

— “Specifying the TPM Password” (page 32)
— “Administering the TPM Password” (page 33)
— “Changing the TPM Password” (page 33)
— “Restoring the TPM Password File” (page 33)

• “Restoring or Migrating the TPM” (page 34)

TPM Administration Utilities
TCS includes the tpmadm and tpmlist utilities to administer the TPM chip and keys. The
tpmadm utility performs TPM administrative tasks, such as the following:
• Changing TPM status
• Taking ownership of the TPM
• Enabling the TPM
• Disabling the TPM
• Deleting keys
• Changing the TPM password
• Backing up TPM keys
• Restoring TPM keys
Thetpmlistutility reports TPM status; for example, whether the TPM is active, enabled, owned,
ownable, or clearable. It also lists information about TPM keys.
The tpmadm and tpmlist commands provide a wide range of subcommands, many of which
are unnecessary for day-to-day administration and use. The following sections describe tasks
needed for basic administration and only the tpmadm and tpmlist subcommands used for
these tasks. A full discussion of tpmadm and tpmlist command options is provided in the
manpages.

Backing Up and Restoring TCS System Data and Keys
You must complete two procedures to back up TCS data:
• Back up TCS system data files
• Create a TPM key archive file
These procedures save different data sets and in different formats, so you must complete both
procedures.
Backing up TCS system data files saves the TPM password file and the file containing the TPM
keys in system persistent storage. These files are encrypted by the TPM and can be used only on
the system with the same TPM used to create them. Backing up TCS system data also saves the
tcsd configuration file.
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Creating a TPM key archive backs up only the TPM keys in system persistent storage. It does
not back up the TPM password or the tcsd configuration file. A TPM key archive is encrypted
with a user-specified secret and can be used on a platform with a different TPM if the user knows
the secret. Administrators can use a TPM key archive file to migrate TPM keys to another system
and for key redundancy in an HP Serviceguard cluster. You can also use a TPM key archive file
to reinstall TPM keys if you reset the TPM or re-establish the TPM password.

IMPORTANT: HP recommends you save backup copies of TCS system data files and the TPM
key archive file on a secure backup server.

Backing Up and Restoring TCS System Data Files
TCS system data is located in the /etc/opt/tcs/ directory, which includes the following files:
passwd TPM owner password, if it is stored on the system
tcsd.conf TSS configuration file
system.data The default file path for TSS system persistent storage
HP recommends that you back up the files in this directory after you install TCS and at regular
intervals.

Backing Up TCS System Data
Back up the files as you would any other files, using any file backup utility. If you modified the
/etc/opt/tcs/tcsd.conf file to use an alternate file for system persistent storage, back up
the alternate file.
The files will contain data encrypted with information specific to the local TPM and cannot be
restored to a system with a different TPM.

Restoring TCS System Data
To restore TCS system data, follow these steps:
1. Stop tcsd by entering the following command:

/sbin/init.d/tcs stop.

2. Restore the contents of the /etc/opt/tcs/ directory.
3. Verify the ownership and permissions for the /etc/opt/tcs directory and its contents.

The permissions, owner, and group must match the values shown in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1 TCS File Permissions

GroupOwnerPermissionsFile/Directory

tsstssdrwx------/etc/opt/tcs

rootroot-rw-------/etc/opt/tcs/passwd

tsstss-rw-rw----/etc/opt/tcs/system.data

tsstss-rw-r-----/etc/opt/tcs/system.data.auth

tsstss-rw-r-----/etc/opt/tcs/system.data.noauth

tsstss-rw-----/etc/opt/tcs/tcsd.conf

4. Restart tcsd by entering the following command:
/sbin/init.d/tcs start
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Creating and Restoring TPM Key Backup Files
Use thetpmadm backup andtpmadm restore commands to back up and restore the Roaming
Key (RK) and its descendent keys that are stored in the system persistent storage. You can also
use these commands to migrate these keys to another system.

Backing Up TPM Keys
The tpmadm backup command creates a TPM key archive with a copy of all TPM keys under
the RK in system persistent storage. In most cases, you can use the following syntax:
tpmadm backup filename=myArchiveFile

Where myArchiveFile is the name of the TPM key archive file to create.
Thetpmadm backup command requires TPM owner authorization. By default,tpmadm attempts
to read the TPM password from the encrypted /etc/opt/tcs/passwd file. For additional
methods to specify the password, see “Specifying the TPM Password” (page 32).
The tpmadm backup command also requires you to specify a secret, which tpmadm uses to
encrypt the TPM key archive file. By default, tpmadm prompts you for the secret, but you can
specify the secret using any of the methods described in “Specifying Secret Passphrases” (page 32).
Make a note of the secret; you will need it to restore the keys.

Example
# tpmadm backup filename=/tmp/backup
Please enter a secret used to encrypt backup information:
Backup in progress...
The backup operation has succeeded.

Restoring TPM Keys
Thetpmadm restore command takes a TPM key archive file created with thetpmadm backup
command and restores the keys. You must specify the secret used to create the TPM key archive.
The tpmadm restore command decrypts the archive using the secret, migrates the RK from
the TPM key archive, and registers all its descendant keys onto the current host. If a RK already
exists on the current host, the restore operation prompts you with the option to delete the RK
and its descendant keys. If you delete the existing RK, a copy of the existing RK and its descendant
keys is backed up in a file under the /tmp/ directory. The file name is randomly generated and
displayed by tpmadm. For example:
# tpmadm restore filename=/tmp/backup
Please enter the secret used for the backup file:
To proceed, the current Roaming Key and its descendant keys must be deleted first.
They will be backed up at /tmp/NWDCgqke with the above secret before deletion.
Do you wish to continue? (y|n): y

Backing up existing keys at /tmp/NWDCgqke...

Restoring keys from /tmp/backup...

The restore operation has succeeded.

If an application stores does not store its TPM keys in TPM system persistent storage, you must
manually copy the key files from the original host to the backup server. You must also manually
back up any TCS keys in user persistent storage, which are stored in ~/.trousers/user.data
files in users' home directories.

Retrieving TPM Status Information
Enter the tpmlist status command to retrieve TPM status information. For example:
# tpmlist status
  Owned:                yes
  Activated:            yes
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  Enabled:              yes
  Ownable:              yes
  Owner clear:          disabled
  Force clear:          disabled

Thetpmlist status command requires TPM owner authorization; you must specify the TPM
password if one is set. See “Specifying the TPM Password” (page 32).

Specifying Secret Passphrases
Many TCS utilities use a required or optional passphrase to encrypt output. For example, the
tpmadm utility uses a passphrase, or secret, to encrypt and decrypt the TPM key archive file.
You can use one of the following methods to provide the secret value:
• Specifying the secret=secret command-line option in the tpmadm command
• Setting the TCS_PASS environment variable
• Using the interactive command prompt
If you specify the secret as a command-line option, other users can view the value using the ps
command or other mechanisms. It is more secure to specify the secret using one of the other
methods listed in this section.

Maximum Secret Length
The maximum length for a secret passphrase is 128 characters.

Managing TPM Ownership and the TPM Password
TPM ownership is required to perform most TPM administrative tasks. Taking ownership of the
TPM requires the owner to establish a shared secret, the TPM password, with the TPM.
Knowledge of the TPM password provides proof of ownership only; the TPM password cannot
be used to reveal the private keys protected by the TPM. For more information on TPM ownership,
see the Trusted Computing Group TPM specifications at https://www.trustedcomputinggroup.org/
specs/TPM/TCPA_Main_TCG_Architecture_v1_1b.pdf.

Specifying the TPM Password
The TPM password is set automatically to a random string when ownership of the TPM is
established during TCS installation. The TPM password is stored in an obscured form in the
TPM password file, /etc/opt/tcs/passwd.
When the TPM password is required for an operation, you can use one of the following methods
to provide the password value:
• Specifying the passwd=password command-line option in the tpmadm or tpmlist

command
• Setting the TPM_PASSWD environment variable
• Using the value in the TPM password file if it is set and you have access permission
• Using the interactive command prompt
If you specify the TPM password as a command-line option for thetpmadm ortpmlist command,
other users can view the password using theps command or other mechanisms. It is more secure
to specify the TPM password using one of the other methods listed previously.
The advantage of keeping the password in the TPM password file is that you do not have to
remember and type in the password each time you run a tpmadm or tpmlist command that
requires the TPM password. However, removing the TPM password file is more secure because
it is possible for a user with sufficient system access to reverse-engineer the password from the
password file.
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Maximum TPM Password Length
The maximum length for the TPM password is 8 characters.

Administering the TPM Password
After installation, you can keep the automatically generated TPM password, or you can reset
the password to something you can easily remember using the tpmadm changepwd command.
You can also delete the password file.

Changing the TPM Password
The TCS installation script sets the TPM password to a random string. To change the TPM
password, enter the following command:
tpmadm changepwd key=tpm

The tpmadm utility prompts you for the current password if it is not set in the TPM password
file or as the value of the TPM_PASSWD environment variable. It also prompts you for the new
password. For example:
# tpmadm changepwd key=tpm
Please enter TPM password:
Please enter the new TPM password (8 char max):
Confirm password:
  Password change successful.

This command also updates the /etc/opt/tcs/passwd file if the TPM password entry is
present in the file.

Restoring the TPM Password File
If the password entry or the password file itself is deleted, and you want to restore the password
entry or the password file, you must use the tpmadm changepwd command to set a new TPM
password and specify the storeentry option as follows:
tpmadm changepwd key=tpm storeentry

Thestoreentry option regenerates the/etc/opt/tcs/passwd file (if it is not already present)
and restores the TPM password entry (if it has been previously deleted).

Deleting the TPM Password File
Before deleting the TPM password file, you must set the TPM password to a known value so
you can specify it for future operations. Use the tpmadm changepwd command to change the
TPM password to a known value as described in “Changing the TPM Password” (page 33).

IMPORTANT: If you do not set the TPM password to a known value before deleting the password
file, you must re-establish the TPM password. Re-establishing the TPM password renders all
TPM key files unusable and requires you to reboot the system.

Re-establishing the TPM Password
If you forget the TPM password and the TPM password file does not exist, you can re-establish
the TPM password.
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IMPORTANT: Re-establishing the TPM password renders all TPM key files unusable. However,
if you created a TPM key archive file using the tpmadm backup command, you can use this file
to migrate the existing Roaming Key (RK) and its descendent keys to the system after you
re-establish the TPM password.
Re-establishing the TPM password also requires you to reboot the system.

To re-establish the TPM password, follow these steps:
1. Locate a TPM key archive file, if possible. You can restore the contents of this file after you

re-establish the TPM password so you can access any keys or data protected by the current
RK.

2. Clear the TPM ownership using the EFI Shell. This requires you to reboot the system. See
“Clearing TPM Ownership” (page 71).

3. If you have a TPM key archive file created using the tpmadm backup command, you can
use the tpmadm restore command to migrate the backed-up keys to the system. The
tpmadm restore command restores the backed-up RK and encrypts it with the new SRK.

Both thetpmadm changepwd key=tpm command and thetpmadm takeownership command
require that you have enough privilege to write to the /etc/opt/tcs/passwd file. On most
systems, this requires superuser capability.

Restoring or Migrating the TPM
There are cases where TCS must be restored on, or migrated to, a system where ownership of
the TPM has not been taken. These cases include, but are not limited to the following:
• The TPM was replaced because of a hardware failure.
• The TPM was explicitly cleared through EFI.
• Serviceguard is being configured on the system.
• TCS is migrating to a new system.
The prerequisite for TPM restoration or migration is a TPM key archive file generated by the
tpmadm backup command. For more information, see “Creating and Restoring TPM Key Backup
Files” (page 31). This file contains the necessary information to restore TCS persistent storage.
To restore or migrate the TPM, follow these steps on the target system:
1. If TCS software is already installed, enter the following command to take TPM ownership:

swconfig -x mount_all_filesystems=false tcs

2. If TCS software is not installed, install TCS software. See “Step 3: Installing TCS Software”
(page 23).

3. Enter the following command to ensure ownership is taken:
tpmlist status

4. Enter the following command to restore the TPM to its previous state (or to migrate TPM
status):
tpmadm restore

5. Enter the following command to confirm the restoration or migration is successful:
tpmlist keys

6. Restore any TCS application keys or TPM-protected data, such as TCS RSA key pairs and
certificates generated from these keys.
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4 Using TCS On-Demand Encryption Utilities
This chapter describes the TCS utilities for on-demand encryption and decryption. It addresses
the following topics:
• “Overview” (page 35)
• “Using the tpmencrypt Utility” (page 36)
• “Using the tpmdecrypt Utility” (page 36)

Overview
You can use a number of solutions for protecting files on HP-UX. One solution, EVFS, enables
you to encrypt entire volumes of sensitive information. Inherent with this protection is a need
for key management, recovery, data management, and other processes for ensuring the security
and availability of that information. The EVFS solution is described further in Chapter 7 (page 61).
There are some situations where a more limited, simplified encryption capability is appropriate.
TCS meets this need with a set of on-demand encryption utilities:
• tpmencrypt

• tpmdecrypt

These utilities use the system processor to encrypt and decrypt a specified set of files and or
folders. These utilities use the TPM to protect the data encryption key.
The tpmencrypt utility performs the following operations to encrypt data:
• Compresses the input files or directories to create a single stream.
• Generates a symmetric key and encrypts the input stream with the symmetric key and a

bulk encryption algorithm.
• Generates a TPM asymmetric key pair and encrypts the symmetric key with the public key

component of the asymmetric key pair.
• Uses the public key component of the RK to encrypt the private key component of the TPM

asymmetric key pair.
• Writes the encrypted symmetric key and the encrypted input data to the output. It also

includes information needed to decrypt the data, such as the bulk encryption algorithm. By
default, it also includes the encrypted private key in the output.

The tpmdecrypt utility decrypts output from the tpmencrypt command. The tpmdecrypt
utility performs the following operations to decrypt the data:
• Loads the private key and symmetric key generated by tpmencrypt into the TPM and uses

a procedure similar to the procedure described in “Chain of Protection” (page 17) to extract
the decrypted symmetric key.

• Decrypts the input file using the symmetric key and the appropriate bulk data encryption
algorithm.

• Restores the decrypted file to the location specified when the file was created with the
tpmencrypt command.

To prevent TPM congestion, the bulk data encryption and decryption operations are performed
by the system processors instead of the TPM.

Comparing EVFS and TPM On-Demand Encryption
EVFS encrypts and decrypts entire volumes of data. Administrators can enable EVFS volumes
at system startup time without human intervention. After an EVFS volume is enabled, EVFS
automatically decrypts data as needed without human intervention. Because of these features,
EVFS is suited for protecting data at rest, that is, when the volumes are not in use, such as when
a volume device is physically transported. EVFS is also suitable for implementations when data
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in volumes or files are opened without direct human intervention by applications such as
databases.
EVFS also includes a key management infrastructure that enables administrators to create keys
with different capabilities and provides a key recovery service.
By comparison, the TCS on-demand encryption and decryption feature provides a simple method
for users to encrypt and decrypt a file or group of files as needed by running command-line
utilities. These utilities use the TPM key infrastructure; no additional key management is needed.

Using the tpmencrypt Utility
In most cases, you can use the following syntax for tpmencrypt:
tpmencrypt -o output input

Where output is the output file and input is the input file or directory.
In the following example, tpmencrypt encrypts the file foo and stores the results in
protected_foo. The user does not specify a secret passphrase, so tpmencrypt prompts the
user for one:
# tpmencrypt -o protected_foo foo
Enter Passphrase: 
Verifying - Enter Passphrase: 

tpmencrypt Options
This section describes some of the tpmencrypt options. For descriptions of all the options, see
tpmencrypt(1).

Specifying Alternate Data Encryption Algorithms
By default, tpmencrypt encrypts data using the Advanced Encryption Standard algorithm
(AES) in Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode with a 256-bit key. You can use the -a option to
specify an alternate algorithm. For a complete list of supported algorithms, see tpmencrypt(1).

Storing the TCS Encryption Key in System Persistent Storage
If you specify the -d option, tpmencrypt stores the encrypted private key in TCS persistent
storage instead of including it in the output.

Disabling Password Protection
By default, the output from tpmencrypt is password protected. You can specify the -n option
to disable password protection. If password protection is not disabled, tpmencrypt checks if
you specified a password in the command line with the -p option. If you do not specify the -p
option, tpmencrypt uses the value of the environment variable TCS_PASS as the password if
it is set. If you do not specify the -p option and TCS_PASS is not set, tpmencrypt prompts the
you for a password.

Using the tpmdecrypt Utility
In most cases, you can use the following syntax for tpmdecrypt:
tpmencrypt -i input

Where input is the name of file containing the output from the tpmencrypt command.
For example:
# tpmdecrypt -i protected_foo
Enter Passphrase: 
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The tpmdecrypt utility restores the file or files to the path specified as the input location in the
tpmencrypt run string. In this example, it restores the file foo in the current directory.
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5 Using TCS RSA Keys with OpenSSL
This chapter describes how to use TCS to protect RSA private keys used with OpenSSL
applications. This chapter addresses the following topics:
• “Overview” (page 39)
• “Configuring an OpenSSL Application to Use TCS Keys” (page 41)

— “Step 1: Obtaining a Certificate that Uses a TPM-Protected Private Key ” (page 41)
— “Step 2: Determining the TPM OpenSSL Engine File for an Application” (page 44)
— “Step 3: Specifying Engine Information for the Application” (page 45)
— “Step 4: Distributing the X.509 Certificate” (page 45)

• “Stunnel Examples” (page 45)
• “Backing Up Keys” (page 53)

Overview
TCS includes an TPM OpenSSL engine that enables an OpenSSL application to use TCS RSA key
pairs in the same way the application would use RSA keys generated by OpenSSL software. A
TCS RSA key pair is an RSA key pair protected by the TPM and created using the tpmcreate
utility. Using TCS to protect RSA keys provides the following benefits:
• Hardware-based encrypted storage for RSA private keys

TCS encrypts the RSA private key with the TPM Roaming Key (RK). For added security,
TCS also supports passphrase protection for the private key, but the private key is stored
in encrypted format whether or not passphrase protection is used. This feature is useful
when you want to store RSA private keys for daemons and services without passphrases
so these programs can start without requiring an administrator to enter a passphrase.
The TPM OpenSSL engine also enables applications to use the TPM-protected RSA private
key without exposing it in cleartext. Data that needs to be signed, decrypted, or encrypted
by the private key is loaded into the TPM with the encrypted RSA private key. TCS uses the
procedure described in “Chain of Protection” (page 17) to access the RSA private key and
then signs, decrypts, or encrypts the data using the internal processor of the TPM. The RSA
private key is not exposed in cleartext during these operations.

• Platform identity
Because TPM-protected RSA private keys can be decrypted and used only on the platform
with the TPM containing the parent key, the corresponding public key is bound to the specific
server and TPM containing the parent RK. A peer receiving a valid X.509 security certificate
derived from a TCS RSA key pair is assured that the entity using the certificate private key
to establish an OpenSSL session is on the platform with the same TPM used to protect the
private key.

• Transparent compatibility for RSA session peers, remote or local, and for Certificate
Authorities (CAs)
The public key of a TCS RSA key pair and the certificate associated with the TCS RSA key
pair are no different than an RSA public key or certificate created without TCS. The public
key and certificate can be used by peer nodes with no changes. You do not need to install
TCS on the peer nodes.
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An OpenSSL certificate request created for a TCS RSA key pair is no different than any other
certificate request. The Certificate Authority (CA) that creates and signs the certificate does
not have to use TCS.

• Runtime loading with minimal or no source code changes
The TPM OpenSSL engines are compiled binaries that an application can dynamically load
using the OpenSSL engine interface. An application can determine information about the
engine library, including its name and file location, at runtime instead of being compiled or
linked into the application.
Applications that are enabled to use OpenSSL engines, such as Stunnel, can use TCS RSA
key pairs without source code changes.
If an OpenSSL application is not enabled to use the engine infrastructure, programmers can
make minor source code changes to use it. The TPM OpenSSL engine contains routines that
transparently replace standard OpenSSL functions used to establish RSA-based OpenSSL
sessions. No changes are necessary to an application's session creation logic; only minor
changes to source code are needed to identify, load and initialize the engine.

The tpmcreate Utility
The tpmcreate utility creates a TCS RSA key pair. A TCS RSA key pair is an OpenSSL RSA key
pair with the private key component protected by the TPM. The tpmcreate utility encrypts the
private key using the TCS Roaming Key (RK) and stores the public key in Secure Shell version
2 (SSHv2), Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM), or Distinguished Encoding Rules (DER) format. The
tpmcreate utility can also add TPM protection to an existing RSA private key.
You can use a TCS RSA key pair to create an OpenSSL security certificate. On systems with
HP-UX Secure Shell (SSH) version A.05.00.029, you can also use these keys for SSH server key
authentication.
Thetpmcreateutility is similar to the OpenSSLgenrsautility. Thetpmcreateutility generates
an RSA key pair and creates a key blob (opaque object) that contains the RSA private key, protected
by the TPM RK. The key blob also contains the RSA public key. The tpmcreate utility can also
protect, or wrap, an existing RSA private key with the RK.

OpenSSL Engine Infrastructure and TPM OpenSSL Engines
OpenSSL versions 0.9.7 and 0.9.8 include library routines for dynamically loading cryptographic
modules referred to as engines. An engine can be an external or independent library that is not
included with OpenSSL distributions; this enables applications to use cryptographic functions
provided by vendor hardware, such as the TPM. When the TPM OpenSSL engine is used, selected
functions for signing and decrypting data with private keys that are normally performed by
OpenSSL software are performed by the TPM through TSPI library routines.
OpenSSL versions 0.9.7 and 0.9.8 include a built-in engine named dynamic. A standard method
of loading and initializing an external engine is to first load the dynamic engine. The dynamic
engine then dynamically loads and initializes the external engine based on runtime configuration
data. The configuration data typically specifies the location of the dynamic engine library and
an ID for the library; the data can also specify explicit directives to load and initialize the dynamic
engine.
This guide describes two methods for providing configuration data about the TPM engine:
• Using configuration keywords in application-specific configuration files. This method is

used by Stunnel, and is described in “Stunnel Examples” (page 45).
• Using an OpenSSL config(5) file and directives. This method is used by HP-UX Secure Shell

version A.05.00.029 and later, and is described in Chapter 5 (page 39).
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The specific TPM OpenSSL engine file required for an application is determined by the to the
OpenSSL version and the compiler data model used, as described in “Step 2: Determining the
TPM OpenSSL Engine File for an Application” (page 44).
For more information about OpenSSL engines, see engine(3).

Requirements
To use TCS RSA key pairs with OpenSSL applications, an environment must meet the following
requirements:
• An application using a certificate with an TCS RSA key pair to identify itself must use

OpenSSL version 0.9.7 or 0.9.8 or later. There are no OpenSSL version requirements for the
peer receiving a certificate that uses a TPM-protected key.

• You must use OpenSSL version 0.9.8 or later of the openssl req command to create a
certificate request with a TCS RSA key pair. If you use TCS to protect the private key of an
existing certificate, there are no OpenSSL version requirements.

• Applications must use RSA keys. TCS does not support the Digital Signature Algorithm
(DSA) for RSA key pairs.

• OpenSSL private keys protected by TCS must be 512, 1024, or 2048 bytes.
There are no requirements for the CA. An OpenSSL certificate request created for a TCS OpenSSL
private key is no different than any other certificate request. The CA that creates and signs the
certificate does not use TCS.

Configuring an OpenSSL Application to Use TCS Keys
The general procedure to configure OpenSSL applications to use TCS keys is as follows:
1. Obtain a security certificate that uses a TPM-protected RSA private key. There are two

methods to do this:
• Create a TCS RSA key pair, then create a new certificate using the key pair.
• Add TPM protection to a RSA private key used with an existing X.509 certificate.
These methods are described in “Step 1: Obtaining a Certificate that Uses a TPM-Protected
Private Key ” (page 41).

2. Determine the appropriate TPM OpenSSL engine library for your application. This step is
described in “Step 2: Determining the TPM OpenSSL Engine File for an Application”
(page 44).

3. Specify TPM engine information for the application. This step is described in “Step 2:
Determining the TPM OpenSSL Engine File for an Application” (page 44).

4. Distribute and install the local node's X.509 certificate on peer nodes as required by the
application. This step is described in “Step 4: Distributing the X.509 Certificate” (page 45).

Step 1: Obtaining a Certificate that Uses a TPM-Protected Private Key
There are two methods to obtain a certificate that uses a TPM-protected private key:
• Use the tpmcreate utility to create a TCS RSA key pair, then use the openssl utility with

the TPM OpenSSL engine to create a certificate request. Have the CA sign the certificate as
you would without TCS.
This method requires you to use the OpenSSL version 0.9.8 or later of the openssl req
command. There is no version requirement for the CA.
The advantage of this method is that the RSA private key is generated by the TPM processor
and encrypted by the TPM RK before leaving the TPM. The RSA private key never exists
outside the TPM in unencrypted form.
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“Obtaining a Certificate Using Keys Created with tpmcreate” (page 42) describes this
procedure.

• Use an existing RSA key pair and security certificate or create an RSA key pair and security
certificate as you would without TCS, then use tpmcreate to protect the existing RSA
private key with TPM.
This method does not require a specific version of the openssl command and enables you
to use existing key pairs and certificates.
If the existing RSA private key is passphrase protected, you must remove the passphrase
before protecting it with TPM. The private key is exposed in cleartext.
“Wrapping an Existing Certificate Private Key with tpmcreate” (page 43) describes this
procedure.

Obtaining a Certificate Using Keys Created with tpmcreate
To create a TCS RSA key pair using tpmcreate and obtain a certificate, follow these steps:
1. Install OpenSSL version 0.9.8 or later on your system if it is not already installed.
2. Use the tpmcreate utility to create a TCS RSA key pair. In most cases, you can use the

following syntax:
tpmcreate output_file

The output_file contains an RSA key pair with the private key component of the pair
encrypted by the TPM RK. The RSA key pair has the following characteristics:
• Public exponent value: 65537 (this is the same as the default RSA public exponent used

by the openssl genpkey and genrsa commands).
• Key length: 2048 bits. To specify an alternate key length, use the -k key_size option,

as described in tpmcreate(1).
• Passphrase: None. If the key pair is used for a daemon, this enables you to start the

daemon without operator intervention. The private key is encrypted by the TCS Roaming
Key (RK).
To specify a passphrase, use the -a option. The tpmcreate utility attempts to use the
value of the TCS_PASS environment variable for the passphrase. If TCS_PASS is not
set, tpmcreate prompts you for the passphrase.
If you create a key pair with passphrase protection, the TPM engine requires the
passphrase when a process attempts to load the private key or perform cryptographic
functions with the private key. The TPM engine attempts to use the value of the
TCS_PASS environment variable for the passphrase. If TCS_PASS is not set, the engine
issues a prompt to the controlling terminal. If the value of TCS_PASS or the response
to the prompt is incorrect, the engine immediately terminates the process.

You can also specify options to save a copy of the public key to a separate file in SSHv2,
PEM, or DER format. For more information, see tpmcreate(1).
For example:
# tpmcreate myClientKeyblob

3. Use the openssl req command with the TPM engine to create a certificate request using
the TCS RSA key pair. To make openssl use the TPM engine, specify the following options:
-keyform engine -engine tpm

You must specify the full path to the 0.9.8 version of openssl if it is not the default version
for your system.
For example:
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# /opt/openssl/0.9.8/bin/openssl req -new -keyform engine -engine tpm \
-key myClientKeyblob -md5 -out myClient_csr.pem -outform PEM
engine "tpm" set.
You are about to be asked to enter information that will be incoporated
into your certificate request.
   :
   :

NOTE: Some applications, such as Stunnel, recommend that you to create the certificate
with the common name (CN) attribute of the distinguished name (DN) set to the host's
fully-qualified domain name (FQDN).

The contents of the certificate request are the same as they would be for a request created
without using TCS.

4. Submit the certificate request to the CA and have the CA create and sign the certificate as
you would without TCS.

Wrapping an Existing Certificate Private Key with tpmcreate
To protect, or wrap, an existing certificate private key with TPM, use the -w option with the
tpmcreate utility. This enables you to add TPM security to an existing certificate. You can also
use this procedure to create a certificate with a TPM-protected private key if you do not have
OpenSSL version 0.9.8 installed.
To wrap an existing certificate private key with TPM, follow these steps:
1. Locate the RSA key pair used to create the certificate.

If you do not have an existing key pair and certificate, you can use the openssl genrsa
command to generate an RSA key pair. For example, the following command generates an
RSA key pair with a 2048-byte private key:
# openssl genrsa -out myServerkey.pem 2048

You can also generate an RSA key pair and a certificate request using the openssl req
command and omitting the -key specification.

2. Create or locate a certificate using the key pair.
For example, the following command creates a certificate request for themyServerkey.pem
key pair:
# openssl req -new -key myServerkey.pem -md5 -out myServer_csr.pem -outform PEM

Submit the certificate request to the CA and have the CA create and sign the certificate as
needed.

3. If the RSA key pair is passphrase protected, use openssl rsa command to the remove the
passphrase before protecting the private key with TPM. For example:
# openssl rsa -in mypriv.pem -out mypriv2.pem
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4. Use the tpmcreate -w command to protect the private key with the TPM. In most cases,
you can use the following syntax:
tpmcreate [-k key_size] -w input_file output_file

The input_file must contain an RSA key pair in PEM format.
The -k key_size option specifies the input private key size. You do not have to specify
this option if the private key is 2048 bits.
The private key is encrypted by the TCS Roaming Key (RK). To specify a passphrase, use
the -a option. Specify the secret for the passphrase as described in “Specifying Secret
Passphrases” (page 32).
In the following example, the file myServerkey.pem contains an RSA key pair in PEM
format and the user creates the TPM-protected key blob myServerKeyblob:
# tpmcreate -w myServerkey.pem myServerKeyblob

HP recommends that you delete the original, unprotected RSA key file after you create the
file with the TPM-protected key pair.

Step 2: Determining the TPM OpenSSL Engine File for an Application
The TPM OpenSSL engine library file you load for a binary application is determined by the
OpenSSL version and the compiler data model (32 bit or 64 bit). Table 5-1 lists the TPM OpenSSL
engine files.

Table 5-1 TPM OpenSSL Engine Files

Data ModelOpenSSL VersionLibrary File

32-bit0.9.7/usr/lib/hpux32/engines/libtpm.so.0

32-bit0.9.8/usr/lib/hpux32/engines/libtpm.so.1

64-bit0.9.7/usr/lib/hpux64/engines/libtpm.so.0

64-bit0.9.8/usr/lib/hpux64/engines/libtpm.so.1

Determining the OpenSSL Version of an Application
If you do not know the OpenSSL version used by a binary application, you can use the what
utility to see if the binary includes an OpenSSL version string. For example:
# what /usr/sbin/stunnel
/opt/iexpress/sbin/stunnel:
        $Stunnel A.10.00-4.20.001 $
        $OpenSSL A.00.09.07m.001 $
        $OpenSSL A.00.09.07m.001 $

In this example, stunnel uses OpenSSL version A.00.09.07m.001, a release of OpenSSL version
0.9.7.
You can also use the elfdump utility to see if the binary uses the shared library version of the
OpenSSL libcrypto file, which provides the OpenSSL engine functions. If it does, you can use
the reported version number to determine the OpenSSL version number. For example:
# elfdump -L /usr/sbin/sshd | grep libcrypto
2       Needed   libcrypto.so.0

The libcrypto library version numbers correspond to the OpenSSL versions as follows:
libcrypto.so.0 OpenSSL 0.9.7 (use the appropriate libtpm.so.0 library)
libcrypto.so.1 OpenSSL 0.9.8 (use the appropriate libtpm.so.1 library)
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Determining the Compiler Data Model
If you do not know the compiler data model used to compile an application, use the file
command to report the object file type. In the following example, stunnel was compiled using
a 32-bit (ELF-32) data model:
# file /usr/sbin/stunnel
/usr/sbin/sshd: ELF-32 executable object file - IA64

Step 3: Specifying Engine Information for the Application
You must provide the following information about the TPM engine to the OpenSSL application:
• The location of the appropriate TPM OpenSSL engine library
• Any control commands or directives needed to identify, load, and initialize the TPM engine
• The location of the TPM-protected private key
• The location of the X.509 certificate associated with the TPM-protected private key
For most applications, you specify this information in a configuration file. The specific syntax
varies according to the application and the engine mechanism used.
You might also need to specify that you want to use the engine named dynamic. The dynamic
engine accepts OpenSSL engine control commands to load the TPM engine from the specified
TCS library and initialize the engine.
For an example of application configuration data for the TPM engine, see “Stunnel TPM Engine
Information” (page 46).

Step 4: Distributing the X.509 Certificate
After you have obtained an X.509 certificate associated with a TPM-protected private key,
distribute it as you normally would according to the application requirements.

Stunnel Examples
Stunnel provides secure, encrypted communication channels between network nodes.
Administrators can secure communication for network applications such as telnet and mail,
by redirecting the application packets through an Stunnel connection. Stunnel is available for
free as part of the HP-UX Internet Express bundle from the HP software depot website at http://
software.hp.com. The HP support policy for Stunnel is described in the HP-UX Internet Express
Product Overview Guide.
The following sections contain specific examples of how to create and configure certificates with
TPM-protected keys for Stunnel authentication:
• “Stunnel and telnet Example” (page 45)
• “Stunnel and Mail Example” (page 48)
• “Stunnel and Secure LDAP Example” (page 51)

Stunnel and telnet Example
This example configures a simple Stunnel for telnet requests from myClient to myServer.
You can use a similar configuration to test TCS operation with Stunnel before configuring more
complex Stunnel topologies.

Creating Certificates with TPM-Protected Keys
On myClient, create a TCS RSA key pair (myClientKeyblob):
myClient> tpmcreate myClientKeyblob

Create the certificate request (myClient_csr.pem) using the key pair with the OpenSSL 0.9.8
openssl req command. Specify the -keyform engine and -engine tpm options:
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myClient> /opt/openssl/0.9.8/bin/openssl req -new -keyform engine \
-engine tpm -key myClientKeyblob -md5 -out myClient_csr.pem \
-outform PEM

When prompted for the CN, specify the FQDN for myClient (myClient.hp.com).
On myServer, create a TCS RSA key pair (myServerKeyblob) and a certificate request
(myServer_csr.pem):
myServer> tpmcreate myServerKeyblob

myServer> /opt/openssl/0.9.8/bin/openssl req -new -keyform engine -engine tpm \
-key myServerKeyblob -md5 -out myServer_csr.pem -outform PEM

When prompted for the CN, specify the FQDN for myServer (myServer.hp.com).
Submit the certificate requests to the CA. The CA uses the following commands used to create
and sign the certificates. Note that the CA does not use the TPM engine and no special options
are required to process the certificate requests.
# openssl ca -out myClient.cert -infiles myClient_csr.pem
# openssl ca -out myServer.cert -infiles myServer_csr.pem

Determining the TPM OpenSSL Engine Library
The what string for stunnel shows that it uses OpenSSL version A.00.09.07m.001 (0.9.7). The
file command shows that it was compiled using a 32-bit data model. According to Table 5-1
(page 44), the correct engine library is /opt/tcs/lib/hpux32/engines/libtpm.so.0.

Stunnel Configuration File
The Stunnel configuration files formyClient andmyServer are listed in “Stunnel Configuration
File on myClient for telnet” (page 46) and “Stunnel Configuration File on myServer for
telnet” (page 47). Port 6602 is an arbitrarily selected port number that was previously unused.
On the client, Stunnel is configured to forward local packets for port 6602 to port 6602 on the
server, which is also an Stunnel endpoint. On the server, Stunnel is configured to redirect remote
packets received on port 6602 server to the local telnetd daemon (port 23).

Stunnel TPM Key Information

The client Stunnel configuration file contains the following statements to specify the location of
the TPM-protected key file and the local system certificate that uses the TPM-protected private
key. The syntax is the same for an installation without TCS.
# This client's certificate and private key.
cert = /opt/iexpress/stunnel/etc/myClient.cert
key = /opt/iexpress/stunnel/etc/myClientKeyblob

The Stunnel configuration on the server contains similar statements.

Stunnel TPM Engine Information

The client and server Stunnel configuration files include the following new statements to load
the engine dynamic, and then load the TPM engine from the specified TCS library and initialize
the engine:
engine=dynamic 
engineCtrl=SO_PATH:/opt/tcs/lib/hpux32/engines/libtpm.so.0
engineCtrl=ID:tpm 
engineCtrl=LOAD 
engineCtrl=INIT

Stunnel Configuration File on myClient for telnet

The Stunnel configuration file on myClient is as follows. Changes made for TPM and certificates
are shown in bold. The file /opt/iexpress/stunnel/etc/myClientKeyblob contains the
key pair created using tpmcreate.
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# /opt/iexpress/stunnel/etc/stunnel.conf
# stunnel configuration for a TPM-protected client

# Need random data for session keys, etc
RNDfile = /dev/urandom

# Chroot if need to reduce stunnel's access into the local filesystems.
# chroot = /var/chroot/stunnel/

# PID is created inside the chroot location.
pid = /tmp/stunnel.pid

# Authentication - '3' means a signed certificate from the session peer must be
# presented and verified by the CA.
verify = 3

# Location where peer certificates and the CA certificate can be found.
CApath = /opt/openssl/certs
CAfile = /opt/openssl/certs/cacert.pem

# This client's certificate and private key.
cert = /opt/iexpress/stunnel/etc/myClient.cert
key = /opt/iexpress/stunnel/etc/myClientKeyblob

# Debug parameters
debug = 7
output = /opt/iexpress/stunnel/etc/stunnel.log

# Run in the foreground
foreground = no

# Load the built-in engine 'dynamic' 
# and give it the path to the 0.9.7 TPM engine
engine=dynamic
engineCtrl=SO_PATH:/opt/tcs/lib/hpux32/engines/libtpm.so.0
# Identify the engine as 'tpm' and load and initialize it
engineCtrl=ID:tpm
engineCtrl=LOAD
engineCtrl=INIT

# Service-level configuration

[telnet-to-myServer]
# Use in client mode
client = yes
accept = localhost:6602
connect = myServer.hp.com:6602
engineNum = 1

Stunnel Configuration File on myServer for telnet

The Stunnel configuration file on myServer is as follows. Changes made for TPM and certificates
are shown in bold. The file /opt/iexpress/stunnel/etc/myServerKeyblob contains the
key pair created using tpmcreate.
# /opt/iexpress/stunnel/etc/stunnel.conf
# stunnel configuration for a TPM-protected client

# Need random data for session keys, etc
RNDfile = /dev/urandom

# Chroot if need to reduce stunnel's access into the local filesystems.
# chroot = /var/chroot/stunnel/

# PID is created inside the chroot location.
pid = /tmp/stunnel.pid

# Authentication - '3' means a signed certificate from the session peer must be
# presented and verified by the CA.
verify = 3

# Location where peer certificates and the CA certificate can be found.
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CApath = /opt/openssl/certs
CAfile = /opt/openssl/certs/cacert.pem

# This client's certificate and private key.
cert = /opt/iexpress/stunnel/etc/myServer.cert
key = /opt/iexpress/stunnel/etc/myServerKeyblob

# Debug parameters
debug = 7
output = /opt/iexpress/stunnel/etc/stunnel.log

# Run in the foreground
foreground = no

# Load the built-in engine 'dynamic' 
# and give it the path to the 0.9.7 TPM engine
engine=dynamic
engineCtrl=SO_PATH:/opt/tcs/lib/hpux32/engines/libtpm.so.0
# Identify the engine as 'tpm' and load and initialize it
engineCtrl=ID:tpm
engineCtrl=LOAD
engineCtrl=INIT

# Service-level configuration

[telnet-in]
# Use in server mode
client = no
accept = myServer.hp.com:6602
connect = localhost:23
engineNum = 1

Distributing and Installing Stunnel X.509 Certificates
In this example, each peer's certificate is stored in a separate file under the /opt/openssl/
certs directory and each certificate file name must be based on a hash value for the certificate
contents. The administrator uses the/opt/openssl/0.9.7misc/c_hashutility to determine
the hash value, and then installs the certificate file using the hash value for the file name:
myClient> /opt/openssl/0.9.7/misc/c_hash myServer.cert
f1d183e1.0 => myServer.cert
myClient> mv myServer.cert /opt/openssl/certs/f1d183e1.0

The administrator distributes the myClient.cert file to myServer and repeats the procedure.

Testing the Configuration
To test the configuration, the administrator starts stunnel on each system with the modified
configuration files. On myClient, the administrator enters the command telnet 127.0.0.1
6602. An Stunnel is established with myServer for the telnet session, and telnet displays
the system prompt for myServer.

Stunnel and Mail Example
In this example, TPM is used to protect Stunnel keys on a mail client (myClient) and the mail
server (myServer).
On the client, the mail application is configured to connect to TCP port 25 on the local host
(localhost:25) for outbound SMTP mail and to read mail from TCP port 110 of the local host
(localhost:110) using POP3.
On the mail server, no modifications are needed for the mail or POP3 server.

Creating and Distributing TPM-Protected Certificates
The procedures for creating and distributing the certificates are the same as the procedures in
“Stunnel and telnet Example” (page 45).
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Stunnel Configuration on myClient for Mail Clients
On the mail client (myClient), the Stunnel configuration file is similar to the file listed in “Stunnel
Configuration File on myClient for telnet” (page 46), with the following service option
entries:
[smtp-client]
# Use in client mode
client = yes
accept = localhost:25
connect = myServer.hp.com:25
engineNum = 1

[pop3-client]
# Use in client mode
client = yes
accept = localhost:110
connect = myServer.hp.com:110
engineNum = 1

The complete Stunnel configuration file on myClient is as follows. Changes made for TPM and
certificates are shown in bold.
# /opt/iexpress/stunnel/etc/stunnel.conf
# stunnel configuration for a TPM-protected client

# Need random data for session keys, etc
RNDfile = /dev/urandom

# Chroot if need to reduce stunnel's access into the local filesystems.
# chroot = /var/chroot/stunnel/

# PID is created inside the chroot location.
pid = /tmp/stunnel.pid

# Authentication - '3' means a signed certificate from the session peer must be
# presented and verified by the CA.
verify = 3

# Location where peer certificates and the CA certificate can be found.
CApath = /opt/openssl/certs
CAfile = /opt/openssl/certs/cacert.pem

# This client's certificate and private key.
cert = /opt/iexpress/stunnel/etc/myClient.cert
key = /opt/iexpress/stunnel/etc/myClientKeyblob

# Debug parameters
debug = 7
output = /opt/iexpress/stunnel/etc/stunnel.log

# Run in the foreground
foreground = no

# Load the built-in engine 'dynamic' 
# and give it the path to the 0.9.7 TPM engine
engine=dynamic
engineCtrl=SO_PATH:/opt/tcs/lib/hpux32/engines/libtpm.so.0
# Identify the engine as 'tpm' and load and initialize it
engineCtrl=ID:tpm
engineCtrl=LOAD
engineCtrl=INIT

# Service-level configuration

[smtp-client]
# Use in client mode
client = yes
accept = localhost:25
connect = myServer.hp.com:25
engineNum = 1
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[pop3-client]
# Use in client mode
client = yes
accept = localhost:110
connect = myServer.hp.com:110
engineNum = 1

Stunnel Configuration File on myServer for Mail Services
On the mail server (myServer), the Stunnel configuration file is similar to the file listed in
“Stunnel Configuration File on myServer for telnet” (page 47), with the following service
option entries:
# Service-level configuration for SMTP server
[smtp-server]
# Use in server mode
client = no
accept = myServer.hp.com:25
connect = localhost:25
engineNum = 1

# Service-level configuration for POP3 server
[pop3]
# Use in server mode
client = no
accept = myServer.hp.com:110
connect = localhost:110
engineNum = 1

The complete Stunnel configuration file on myServer is as follows. Changes made for TPM and
certificates are shown in bold.
# /opt/iexpress/stunnel/etc/stunnel.conf
# stunnel configuration for a TPM-protected client

# Need random data for session keys, etc
RNDfile = /dev/urandom

# Chroot if need to reduce stunnel's access into the local filesystems.
# chroot = /var/chroot/stunnel/

# PID is created inside the chroot location.
pid = /tmp/stunnel.pid

# Authentication - '3' means a signed certificate from the session peer must be
# presented and verified by the CA.
verify = 3

# Location where peer certificates and the CA certificate can be found.
CApath = /opt/openssl/certs
CAfile = /opt/openssl/certs/cacert.pem

# This client's certificate and private key.
cert = /opt/iexpress/stunnel/etc/myServer.cert
key = /opt/iexpress/stunnel/etc/myServerKeyblob

# Debug parameters
debug = 7
output = /opt/iexpress/stunnel/etc/stunnel.log

# Run in the foreground
foreground = no

# Load the built-in engine 'dynamic' 
# and give it the path to the 0.9.7 TPM engine
engine=dynamic
engineCtrl=SO_PATH:/opt/tcs/lib/hpux32/engines/libtpm.so.0
# Identify the engine as 'tpm' and load and initialize it
engineCtrl=ID:tpm
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engineCtrl=LOAD
engineCtrl=INIT

# Service-level configuration for SMTP server
[smtp-server]
# Use in server mode
client = no
accept = myServer.hp.com:25
connect = localhost:25
engineNum = 1

# Service-level configuration for POP3 server
[pop3]
# Use in server mode
client = no
accept = myServer.hp.com:110
connect = localhost:110
engineNum = 1

Stunnel and Secure LDAP Example
In this example, a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) client uses Stunnel to connect
to a secure LDAP server. The components in this topology are:
• The LDAP client, which is a web server using secure LDAP to authenticate HTTP clients.

The web server uses a local Stunnel endpoint to establish a TLS/SSL connection to the secure
LDAP server. The web server is running HP-UX Apache-based Web Server, which is based
on Apache version 2.0 and included in the HP-UX Web Server Suite.

• The Stunnel endpoint on the LDAP client. Stunnel establishes a TLS/SSL connection with
the secure LDAP server.
The private key used for the Stunnel certificate is protected by TPM.

• The secure LDAP server provided by Red Hat Directory Server 7.1 for HP-UX. The secure
LDAP server implements TLS/SSL; no Stunnel is needed on the secure LDAP server.

The web server and Stunnel run on the systemmyClient. Stunnel is configured to accept requests
on port 7777 and forward them to port 636 on the secure LDAP server. Port 7777 is an arbitrarily
selected port number that was previously unused; port 636 is the Internet Assigned Numbers
Authority (IANA) registered port number for secure LDAP.
The HP-UX Apache Web Server is configured to send LDAP requests to port 7777 on the local
host.
The secure LDAP server runs on the system myServer. The secure LDAP server is configured
to require client authentication; the directory entry with the DN cn=encryption,cn=config
has the nsSSLClientAuth attribute set to required.

Creating and Distributing TPM-Protected Certificates
The procedures for creating the certificate is the same as the procedure in “Step 1: Obtaining a
Certificate that Uses a TPM-Protected Private Key ” (page 41). The TPM-protected private key
is used for one entity only: the Stunnel certificate on the LDAP client.

Stunnel Configuration on myClient for Secure LDAP
On the LDAP client (myClient), Stunnel is configured to accept requests on port 7777 and
forward them to port 636 on the secure LDAP server. The Stunnel configuration file is similar to
the file listed in “Stunnel Configuration File on myClient for telnet” (page 46), with the
following service option entry:
[LDAPS-client]
# Use in client mode
client = yes
accept = localhost:7777
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connect = myServer.hp.com:636
engineNum = 1

In addition, the verify option is set to 1 (verify peer certificate if present) based on the
assumption that the LDAP server does not send a certificate to the client. For example:
verify = 1

The complete Stunnel configuration file on myClient is as follows. Changes made for TPM and
certificates are shown in bold.
# /opt/iexpress/stunnel/etc/stunnel.conf
# stunnel configuration for a TPM-protected client

# Need random data for session keys, etc
RNDfile = /dev/urandom

# Chroot if need to reduce stunnel's access into the local filesystems.
# chroot = /var/chroot/stunnel/

# PID is created inside the chroot location.
pid = /tmp/stunnel.pid

# Authentication - '1' means a signed certificate from the session peer MAY be
# present.
verify = 1

# Location where peer certificates and the CA certificate can be found.
CApath = /opt/openssl/certs
CAfile = /opt/openssl/certs/cacert.pem

# This client's certificate and private key.
cert = /opt/iexpress/stunnel/etc/myClient.cert
key = /opt/iexpress/stunnel/etc/myClientKeyblob

# Debug parameters
debug = 7
output = /opt/iexpress/stunnel/etc/stunnel.log

# Run in the foreground
foreground = no

# Load the built-in engine 'dynamic' 
# and give it the path to the 0.9.7 TPM engine
engine=dynamic
engineCtrl=SO_PATH:/opt/tcs/lib/hpux32/engines/libtpm.so.0
# Identify the engine as 'tpm' and load and initialize it
engineCtrl=ID:tpm
engineCtrl=LOAD
engineCtrl=INIT

# Service-level configuration

[LDAPS-client]
# Use in client mode
client = yes
accept = localhost:7777
connect = myServer:636
engineNum = 1

HP-UX Apache-based Web Server Configuration
To configure the HP-UX Apache-based Web Server, complete the following steps:
1. Enable the mod_auth_ldapmodule in the Apachehttpd.conf file and restart the Apache

server as specified in the Apache Web Server documentation.
2. Add the configuration directives to the Apache ldap.conf file to use secure LDAP. Specify

the local Stunnel endpoint (localhost:7777 in this example) as the target host and port
number in the AuthLDAPURL value. The format for the URL specified by AuthLDAPURL is
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defined in RFC 2255 and can include additional components, such as the LDAP directory
base.
<Directory "/myProtectedDirectory">
    AuthName "myAuthName"
    AuthName "myServer LDAP name"
    AuthType Basic
    Require valid-user
    # Stunnel listens on localhost:7777
    AuthLDAPURL ldap://localhost:7777
</Directory>

Secure LDAP Server Configuration
Using the TPM-protected key for the client certificate is transparent to the server, and the
configuration on the secure LDAP server is the same as it would be for any secure LDAP client.
Distribute and install the client certificate as described in the LDAP server documentation.

Backing Up Keys
Key backup is a two step process for TCS RSA key pairs:
1. Back up the TCS RSA key pairs. These are the key blob files created by tpmcreate and you

can back them up as you would any other files, using any file backup utility.
2. Back up and restore the TPM key hierarchy using the tpmadm command. For more

information see “Creating and Restoring TPM Key Backup Files” (page 31).
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6 Using TCS RSA Keys with HP-UX Secure Shell
This chapter describes how to use TCS RSA keys for HP-UX Secure Shell server authentication.
This chapter addresses the following topics:
• “Overview” (page 55)
• “Configuring SSH Servers to Use TCS Keys” (page 56)

— “Step 1: Creating a TCS RSA Key Pair for SSH” (page 56)
— “Step 2: Determining the TPM OpenSSL Engine Library for SSH” (page 57)
— “Step 3: Specifying Engine Information for the Application” (page 45)
— “Step 4: Installing and Modifying the OpenSSL Configuration File” (page 58)
— “Step 5: Distributing and Installing the SSH Server Public Key” (page 59)
— “Step 6: Resetting the sshd Daemon” (page 59)

• “Examples” (page 59)
• “Backing Up Keys” (page 60)

Overview
HP-UX Secure Shell versions A.05.00.029 and later include an engine-enabled sshd daemon that
can use a TPM-protected RSA private key for server authentication. You must configure sshd
to load the appropriate TCS OpenSSL engine library and use the TCS tpmcreate utility to create
the TCS RSA key pair.
Using TCS to protect SSH server keys provides the following benefits:
• Hardware-based encrypted storage for SSH server keys

TCS encrypts the RSA private key with the TPM Roaming Key (RK). For added security,
TCS also supports passphrase protection for the private key, but the private key is stored
in encrypted format whether or not passphrase protection is used. This feature is useful if
you want to store SSH server keys without passphrases so thesshddaemon can start without
requiring an administrator to enter a passphrase, but you do not want to store the server
keys in cleartext.
The TPM-protected private key is never exposed in cleartext. When sshd needs to encrypt
or decrypt data with the private key, the data and encrypted private key are loaded into the
TPM. TCS uses the procedure described in “Chain of Protection” (page 17) to access the
private key and then encrypt or decrypt the data using the TPM's internal processor. The
private RSA key is not exposed in cleartext during these operations.

• Platform identity
Because TPM-protected RSA keys can be decrypted and used only on the platform with the
TPM containing the data used to encrypt it, the corresponding public key is bound to the
specific server and TPM containing the parent RK. If an SSH client verifies data encrypted
with a TPM-protected RSA private key as part of the server authentication exchange, the
client is assured that the server using the private key to encrypt the data is on the platform
with the same TPM used to protect the private key.

• Transparent compatibility for clients
The corresponding public key of a TPM-protected RSA private key is no different than an
RSA public key created without TCS. The public key can be used by SSH clients with no
changes. You do not need to install TCS on the peer nodes.

The tpmcreate Utility
Thetpmcreateutility is similar to the HP-UX Secure Shellssh-keygenutility. Thetpmcreate
utility creates a key blob (opaque object) that contains the RSA key pair, protected by the TPM
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RK. The tpmcreate utility can also save a copy of the public key in SSH format or extract and
save a copy of a public key from a previously created key blob.

TPM OpenSSL Engine Libraries
The sshd daemon included with HP-UX Secure Shell versions A.05.00.029 and later is enabled
to load a TPM OpenSSL engine at runtime. The TPM OpenSSL engine provides an interface to
the TSPI library, which performs RSA encryption functions using the TPM.
The specific TPM OpenSSL engine library required for sshd is determined by the version of the
OpenSSL libcrypto library and compiler data model used by sshd, as described in “Step 2:
Determining the TPM OpenSSL Engine Library for SSH” (page 57).

Requirements
The sshd daemon must be HP-UX Secure Shell version A.05.00.029 or later. There are no
requirements for SSH clients.

Configuring SSH Servers to Use TCS Keys
To configure SSH servers to use TCS keys, follow these steps:
1. Use the tpmcreate utility to create a TCS RSA key pair. This step is described in “Step 1:

Creating a TCS RSA Key Pair for SSH” (page 56).
2. Determine the appropriate TPM OpenSSL engine library file for your sshd daemon. This

step is described in “Step 2: Determining the TPM OpenSSL Engine Library for SSH”
(page 57).

3. Modify the sshd configuration file to use the TPM-protected RSA private key and to read
engine information from an OpenSSL configuration file. The main information you configure
in the sshd configuration file is the location of the TPM-protected key pair and the location
of the OpenSSL configuration file. This step is described in “Step 3: Modifying the sshd
Configuration File” (page 57).

4. Install and modify an OpenSSL configuration file for thesshddaemon. The main information
you configure in the OpenSSL configuration file is the location of the TPM OpenSSL engine
library. This step is described in “Step 4: Installing and Modifying the OpenSSL Configuration
File” (page 58).

5. Distribute and install the SSH server certificate on client nodes if required by your SSH
management policy. This step is described in “Step 5: Distributing and Installing the SSH
Server Public Key” (page 59).

6. Reset the sshd daemon to force it to use the new configuration file. This step is described
in “Step 6: Resetting the sshd Daemon” (page 59).

Sample Configuration Files
TCS includes the following sample configuration files to help you configure SSH to use TCS:
• /etc/opt/tcs/sshd_config.sample

This is a sample sshd configuration file with information needed to use the TPM OpenSSL
engine.

• /etc/opt/tcs/openssl.cnf

This is a sample OpenSSL configuration file with TPM OpenSSL library information.

Step 1: Creating a TCS RSA Key Pair for SSH
To create a TCS RSA key pair for the SSH server, use the tpmcreate utility. In most cases, you
can use the following syntax:
tpmcreate -s output_file
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This command creates two files: output_file and output_file.pub. The output_file
file contains a key blob with an RSA key pair; the private key is encrypted by the TPM RK. The
output_file.pub contains the public key in SSH v2 format. You will need the
output_file.pub file to manually distribute the server's public key if any SSH clients have
StrictHostKeyChecking set to yes. For more information, see “Step 5: Distributing and
Installing the SSH Server Public Key” (page 59).
The RSA key pair has the following characteristics:
• Public exponent value: 65537.
• Key length: 2048 bits. To specify an alternate key length, use the -k key_size option, as

described in tpmcreate(1).
• Passphrase: None. This enables you to start the sshd daemon without operator intervention.

The private key is encrypted by the TCS Roaming Key (RK).
To specify a passphrase, use the -a option. The tpmcreate utility will attempt to use the
value of the TCS_PASS environment variable for the passphrase. If TCS_PASS is not set,
tpmcreate prompts you for the passphrase.
If you create a key pair with passphrase protection, the TPM engine will require the
passphrase when the sshd daemon starts. The TPM engine will attempt to use the value of
the TCS_PASS environment variable for the passphrase. If TCS_PASS is not set, the engine
issues a prompt to the controlling terminal. If the value of TCS_PASS or the response to the
prompt is incorrect, the engine immediately terminates the sshd daemon.

See tpmcreate(1) for more information.
For example:
# tpmcreate -s /etc/opt/tcs/mySSHKeyblob

Step 2: Determining the TPM OpenSSL Engine Library for SSH
The TPM OpenSSL engine library file you need for sshd daemon is based on the version of the
OpenSSL libcrypto library sshd uses and its compiler data model. Use the procedures
described in “Determining the OpenSSL Version of an Application” (page 44) and “Determining
the Compiler Data Model” (page 45) to determine these attributes and select the appropriate
library from Table 5-1 (page 44).

Step 3: Modifying the sshd Configuration File
You must modify the sshd configuration file with new keywords and values to specify the
TPM-protected private key and OpenSSL configuration information. TCS includes the file /opt/
tcs/misc/sshd_config_tpm with the new keywords. You can modify this file or add the
new keywords and values to an existing sshd configuration file, such as /opt/ssh/etc/
sshd_config. The new keywords are as follows:
EngineHostRSAKey Specifies the path to the TPM-protected key blob file created with

the tpmcreate command.
Default: None. You must specify this keyword and a value for the
keyword to use TCS with SSH.

EngineConfigFile Specifies the OpenSSL configuration file containing the directives
necessary to load and initialize the OpenSSL engine.
Default: /opt/ssh/etc/server.cnf. For many OpenSSL
installations, this is also the default location of the configuration
file for OpenSSL utilities. If you want to keep OpenSSL TCS
information in a standalone OpenSSL configuration file, change
the value of this parameter to different file name, such as /opt/
ssh/etc/server_info_for_tpm.cnf.
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EngineConfigSection Specifies the name of the section within the OpenSSL configuration
file that contains the engine directives necessary to load and
initialize the TPM OpenSSL engine.
Default: server_conf. HP recommends that you use the default
value, which matches the value used in /etc/opt/tcs/
openssl.cnf, the OpenSSL configuration file included with TCS.

TIP: If the default values for EngineConfigFile and EngineConfigSection keywords
meet your requirements, you can just add the following entry to an existing sshd configuration
file:
EngineHostRSAKey myKeyBlob

Where myKeyBlob is the path to a TPM-protected RSA key pair created using tpmcreate. For
example:
EngineHostRSAKey /etc/opt/tcs/mySSHKeyblob

Step 4: Installing and Modifying the OpenSSL Configuration File
Thesshddaemon uses OpenSSL routines to read dynamic engine information from an OpenSSL
configuration file. TCS includes the file/opt/tcs/misc/engine_tpm.cnf, a sample OpenSSL
configuration file that contains the information required by sshd to load and initialize the TPM
OpenSSL engine. There are two methods for using the /opt/tcs/misc/engine_tpm.cnf
file:
• As a standalone configuration file for sshd and no other OpenSSL utilities or applications.

HP recommends that you use this method. This method is described in “Using the TCS
Sample OpenSSL Configuration File as a Standalone File” (page 59).

• Merged with an OpenSSL configuration file used for other OpenSSL utilities or applications.
This method is described in “Merging the TCS Sample OpenSSL Configuration File with an
Existing File” (page 59).

TCS Sample OpenSSL Configuration File
The contents of /opt/tcs/misc/engine_tpm.cnf are as follows:
# Configuration settings for a server loading the TPM engine

server_conf = tpm_def

[ tpm_def ]
engines = server_engines

[ server_engines ]
tpm = tpm_section

[ tpm_section ]
# Rename the engine to tpm, if not called that in the above line.
# engine_id = tpm

# Use 64-bit engine built on OpenSSL 0.9.7
dynamic_path = /opt/tcs/lib/hpux64/engines/libtpm.so.0

#default_algorithms = RAND,RSA
default_algorithms = ALL

# Call the loaded engine initialization routine
init = 1
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Using the TCS Sample OpenSSL Configuration File as a Standalone File
Copy the sample /opt/tcs/misc/engine_tpm.cnf file to the default value of the
EngineConfigFile parameter, or to an alternate location specified in the sshd configuration
file. The default value for EngineConfigFile is /opt/ssh/etc/server.cnf.
# cp /opt/tcs/misc/engine_tpm.cnf /opt/ssh/etc/server_info_for_tpm.cnf

Modifying the TCS Sample OpenSSL Configuration File
HP recommends that you use the sample OpenSSL configuration file as it is, without modifying
it. However, there are two entries you might need to change:
• The value fordynamic_path. This specifies the location of the TPM OpenSSL engine library.

The default value is/opt/tcs/lib/hpux64/engines/libtpm.so.0. You must change
this if the sshd on your system requires a different library, as described in “Step 2:
Determining the TPM OpenSSL Engine Library for SSH” (page 57).

• The name of the section that contains the engine directives, as specified by the
EngineConfigSection in the sshd configuration file. The default value for the section
name is server_conf, which also the default value for EngineConfigSection.

Merging the TCS Sample OpenSSL Configuration File with an Existing File
To merge the sample OpenSSL configuration file with an existing OpenSSL configuration file,
follow these steps:
1. Copy the following directive to the global section of the OpenSSL configuration file:

server_conf = tpm_def

The global section of the OpenSSL configuration file is at the beginning of the file, before
any named sections. Named sections are specified by the section name in square brackets.
The first named section of an OpenSSL configuration file is typically [ new_oids ] or
[ ca ].

2. Copy the remaining entries in the sample OpenSSL configuration file to any area below the
global section, such as the end of the OpenSSL configuration file.

3. Modify entries from the sample OpenSSL configuration file, if needed. See “Modifying the
TCS Sample OpenSSL Configuration File” (page 59).

Step 5: Distributing and Installing the SSH Server Public Key
If a client has the StrictHostKeyChecking directive set to yes, you must add the server's
public key file (output_file.pub) created in “Step 1: Creating a TCS RSA Key Pair for SSH”
(page 56) to the client, as described in the HP-UX Secure Shell documentation.
If a client has the StrictHostKeyChecking directive set to ask and the client already has a
public key installed for the server in the user known hosts file, the user receives a warning
message when he attempts to establish an SSH session and the SSH session fails. The message
starts with the text WARNING: REMOTE HOST IDENTIFICATION HAS CHANGED and includes
instructions on how to fix this problem.

Step 6: Resetting the sshd Daemon
Force sshd to read the new modified configuration file. One method to do this is by stopping
and restarting the sshd daemon. For example:
# /sbin/init.d/secsh stop; /sbin/init.d/sechsh start

Examples
This section contains configuration examples for using SSH with TCS.
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SSH User Session
On the SSH server, the administrator creates a TPM-protected SSH server key pair:
# tpmcreate -s /etc/opt/tcs/mySSHKeyblob

The administrator uses the elfdump and file utilities to determine the TPM OpenSSL engine
library for sshd:
# elfdump -L /usr/sbin/sshd | grep libcrypto
2       Needed   libcrypto.so.0
# file  /usr/sbin/sshd
/usr/sbin/sshd: ELF-64 executable object file - IA64

Based on Table 5-1 (page 44), this sshd binary needs the library
/opt/tcs/lib/hpux64/engines/libtpm.so.0.
The administrator adds the following entry to the end of the existing sshd configuration file,
/opt/ssh/etc/sshd_config:
EngineHostRSAKey /etc/opt/tcs/mySSHKeyblob

The administrator copies the sample TCS OpenSSL configuration file to the default location used
by sshd, /opt/ssh/etc/server.cnf:
# cp /etc/opt/tcs/openssl.cnf /opt/ssh/etc/server.cnf

The value for dynamic_path in the sample TCS OpenSSL configuration file
(/opt/tcs/lib/hpux64/engines/libtpm.so.0) is the library required for sshd in this
installation, so the administrator does not have to modify the OpenSSL configuration file.
On the server, the administrator stops and restarts sshd:
# /sbin/init.d/secsh stop; /sbin/init.d/sechsh start

The administrator also configures authentication on the server for client users, as described in
the HP-UX Secure Shell product documentation. This is the same as the procedure used to
configure client users when TCS is not installed.

SSH Tunnels for Mail Services
The administrator can extend the configuration in “SSH User Session” (page 60) to use SSH to
protect connections from a client to mail servers. The client reads mail from the POP3 server
using port 110 and sends mail to the SMTP server using port 25. On the client, the administrator
configures the mail application to read mail from port 110 on the local host, and to send mail to
port 25 on the local host.
On the server, the administrator configures the sshd on the POP3 and SMTP servers (this may
be the same system) to use TCS as shown in “SSH User Session” (page 60). The administrator
also configures authentication on the server for the client user (root in this example), as described
in the HP-UX Secure Shell product documentation.
On the client, the administrator establishes the following SSH tunnels:
# ssh -f -L 110:pop3serv:110 -l root -N pop3server

# ssh -f -L 25:smtpserv:25 -l root -N smtpserver

Where pop3serv is the name of the POP3 server and smtpserv is the name of the SMTP server.

Backing Up Keys
Key backup is a two step process for TCS RSA key pairs used with SSH:
1. Back up the TCS RSA key pair. These are the key blob files created by tpmcreate and you

can back them up as you would any other files, using any file backup utility.
2. Back up and restore the TPM key hierarchy using the tpmadm command. For more

information see “Creating and Restoring TPM Key Backup Files” (page 31).
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7 Protecting EVFS Keys with TCS
This chapter describes how to use TCS to protect HP-UX Encrypted Volume and File System
(EVFS) private keys. This chapter addresses the following topics:
• “Overview” (page 61)
• “Configuring EVFS to Use TCS ” (page 62)
• “Backing Up and Migrating Keys” (page 64)
• “Configuring EVFS with TCS for Serviceguard Clusters” (page 64)

Overview
You can use TCS to protect EVFS private keys. EVFS private keys are required to enable and
decrypt data stored in EVFS volumes and are passphrase protected by default. Using TCS to
protect EVFS private keys provides the following benefits:
• Hardware-based encryption for EVFS private keys.

EVFS private keys are required to enable EVFS volumes and decrypt data stored in EVFS
volumes, and are passphrase protected by default. Protecting EVFS private keys with TCS
increases EVFS security by requiring administrators to have physical access to the TPM to
use EVFS private keys, in addition to EVFS passphrase information.

• Transparent usage for EVFS administrators.
There is no change to the EVFS user interface, and a passphrase is still required to access
the EVFS private key.

CAUTION: EVFS v1.0 does not support the use of multiple key protection mechanisms
simultaneously. If you configure EVFS v1.0 for TCS protection, the default EVFS software key
protection is disabled, making any existing EVFS software keys unusable.

TCS Protection for EVFS Keys
EVFS encrypts volume data with symmetric keys, referred to as volume encryption keys. EVFS
creates a volume encryption key for each EVFS volume and stores it with the volume. To keep
the volume encryption key secret, EVFS encrypts it with a private key of an asymmetric key pair.
When TCS is not used with EVFS, EVFS protects the private key using a password-based
encryption (PBE) mechanism, where it uses a user-entered password or passphrase to encrypt
and decrypt the private key.
When TCS is used with EVFS, there is no change to the EVFS user interface; a passphrase is still
required to access the EVFS private key. When a user creates an EVFS user key with theevfspkey
command, the user establishes a passphrase as he would when using EVFS without TCS, and
EVFS creates an asymmetric key pair. However, instead of using the passphrase directly, EVFS
forwards the passphrase and the private key in cleartext to TCS. TCS creates a TCS EVFS
asymmetric key pair and binds the EVFS private key to the TCS EVFS private key using the
passphrase as authorization data. TCS returns the encrypted EVFS private key to EVFS. EVFS
stores the encrypted EVFS private key the EVFS key hierarchy using the same naming convention
that it would for a private key file. (By default, this is
/etc/evfs/pkey/user_name/key_name.priv.)
The relationship between EVFS keys and TPM is illustrated in Figure 7-1.
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Figure 7-1 EVFS Encryption Keys
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When a user performs an EVFS operation that requires an EVFS user key (such as enabling a
volume with the evfsvol command), the user enters the EVFS passphrase or uses an EVFS
passphrase file as he would when using EVFS without TCS. However, instead of processing the
passphrase directly, EVFS forwards the passphrase and encrypted EVFS private key to TCS. If
a passphrase file is used, EVFS decrypts the file before forwarding the passphrase to TCS. TCS
uses the passphrase to authorize access to the TCS EVFS private key, and uses the TPM to decrypt
the EVFS private key using the mechanism described in “Chain of Protection” (page 17). TCS
then returns the decrypted EVFS private key to EVFS.
For a full description of EVFS and how it functions, see the HP-UX Encrypted Volumes and File
Systems (EVFS) documentation available at http://docs.hp.com/en/
internet.html#Encrypted%20Volume%20and%20File%20System%20%28EVFS%29

Configuring EVFS to Use TCS
There are two methods for configuring EVFS to use a TCS library:
• Run the evfs_setup script.
• Manually update the appropriate EVFS and TCS configuration files.

Using the evfs_setup Script to Update Configuration Files
The /opt/tcs/bin/misc/evfs_setup script enables or disables TCS for EVFS. To use this
script to enable TCS for EVFS, enter the following command:
/opt/tcs/bin/misc/evfs_setup enable

This script makes the following modifications to the /etc/evfs/evfs.conf file:
• Changes the keywrap entry to:

keywrap = evfs-tcs-1.0

This configures EVFS to use TCS to encrypt new private keys.

• On systems with EVFS v1.0, it changes the pbe entry to:
pbe = /usr/lib/evfs/hpux64/libevfs_pbe.so
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On systems with EVFS v1.1, it changes the pbe entry to:
pbe = /usr/lib/evfs/hpux64/libevfs_pbe.so[onfail:continue]
/opt/tcs/lib/libevfs_tcspbe.so.1

These statements configure EVFS to use the TCS library to encrypt and decrypt EVFS private
keys. On systems with EVFS v1.1, EVFS will attempt to use its default PBE library if it cannot
decrypt the private key using the TCS library. This configuration enables EVFS to use both
TPM-protected private keys and software private keys.

The script also sets the TCS_EVFSENABLED flag in the /etc/rc.config.d/tcsconf file.
This script is provided as a convenience and has been designed only for use with EVFS v1.0 and
v1.1. For later versions of EVFS, HP strongly recommends using the manual configuration steps
described at the beginning of this section.

Manually Updating Configuration Files
To manually update the EVFS and TCS configuration files, follow these steps:
1. Modify the EVFS configuration file /etc/evfs/evfs.conf as follows:

a. Configure EVFS to use TCS to encrypt new private keys by modifying the keywrap
statement as follows:
keywrap = evfs-tcs-1.0

b. Modify the value of the pbe attribute to use the TCS library to encrypt and decrypt
EVFS private keys.
On systems with EVFS v1.0, modify the pbe statement as follows:
pbe = /opt/tcs/lib/libevfs_tcspbe.so.1

This format specifies one library and is sufficient if all EVFS volumes have or will have
private keys secured by TCS only (there are no existing EVFS volumes with private
keys that are not secured by TCS).
EVFS v1.1 enables you to specify multiple libraries to encrypt and decrypt EVFS private
keys. You must use this format to use TCS with EVFS if you also have existing EVFS
volumes with private keys not secured by TCS. This format has the following syntax:
pbe = library[onfail:action] ...

Where:
library Specifies the encryption library for securing the EVFS private keys. Valid

values are:
/opt/tcs/lib/libevfs_tcspbe.so.1 (TCS encryption)
/usr/lib/evfs/hpux64/libevfs_pbe.so (EVFS software-based
encryption)

[ Is a literal left square bracket.
action Specifies the EVFS action if attempts to encrypt or decrypt private keys

using the library fail.
Valid values:
continue (continue to the next library value)
stop (stop processing and return an error)

] Is a literal right square bracket.
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Note the following evfs.conf characteristics:
• Changes saved to the evfs.conf file are effective immediately. The evfs.conf file

is read each time an EVFS daemon or EVFS utility (evfspkey, evfsvol, evfsadm)
starts.

• Statements in evfs.conf files cannot cross line boundaries and cannot contain line
continuation characters.

• The parser recognizes spaces as delimiters between multiple
library[onfail:action] terms. Do not insert spaces within
library[onfail:action] terms.

• Specifying the [onfail:action]qualifier is optional. If you do not specify it and key
access fails, EVFS stops processing and returns an error.

The following is an example of a pbe statement that configures EVFS to first attempt to use
TCS to encrypt and decrypt private keys. If that fails, EVFS uses its default PBE library:
pbe = /usr/lib/evfs/hpux64/libevfs_pbe.so[onfail:continue]
/opt/tcs/lib/libevfs_tcspbe.so.1

2. If any EVFS volumes is configured to be automatically enabled at boot time (if any /etc/
evfs/evfstab entries contain the boot_local keyword), you must configure TCS to be
enabled early in the boot cycle. To do this edit the following file:
/etc/rc.config.d/tcsconf

Set the TCS_EVFSENABLED variable to 1, as shown in the following entry:
TCS_EVFSENABLED=1

Backing Up and Migrating Keys
Key backup is a two step process for EVFS keys:
1. Back up the encrypted EVFS private keys. By default, these keys are stored in the /etc/

evfs/pkey directory. Back up (and restore) these files using traditional file-based utilities.
2. Back up and restore the TPM key hierarchy using the tpmadm command. For more

information see “Creating and Restoring TPM Key Backup Files” (page 31).

NOTE: Migration of EVFS TPM keys follows the same general procedure as a backup, followed
by a restore, on the target machine. However, if you are using EVFS passphrase files, you must
also create new passphrase files on the target system. To do this, you must know the value of
the passphrases on the source system. This issue is not specific to TCS. For more information,
see the HP-UX Encrypted Volumes and File Systems (EVFS) documentation available at http://
docs.hp.com/en/internet.html#Encrypted%20Volume%20and%20File%20System%20%28EVFS%29

Configuring EVFS with TCS for Serviceguard Clusters
The procedure to configure EVFS with TCS for Serviceguard clusters varies slightly from the
general procedure described in “Configuring Applications Protected by TCS on Serviceguard
Clusters” (page 70) because Serviceguard can enable EVFS volumes. To configure TCS key
protection on cluster-defined EVFS volumes, follow these steps:
1. Install TCS on all nodes in the cluster, as described in Chapter 2 (page 19).
2. Verify that the file used for TCS system persistent storage is not located on a shared volume.

Each node must have its own copy of the TCS system persistent storage file. The default
path for this file is /etc/opt/tcs/system.data.
If the/etc/opt/tcs/system.data file resides on a shared volume in your cluster, change
the path for the TCS system persistent storage file as follows:
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a. Open the /etc/opt/tcs/tcsd.conf file for editing.
b. Set the value of the system_ps_file option to the new file pathname. The file cannot

reside on a shared volume.
c. Save your changes and close the /etc/opt/tcs/tcsd.conf file.
d. Stop tcsd by entering the following command:

/sbin/init.d/tcs stop.

e. Restart tcsd by entering the following command:
/sbin/init.d/tcs start

f. Copy the modified /etc/opt/tcs/tcsd.conf file to the other cluster nodes and
repeat steps d and e on all cluster nodes.

3. (Optional) EVFS volumes enabled using Serviceguard do not require you to set
TCS_EVFSENABLED=1 in the /etc/rc.config.d/tcsconf file (Serviceguard enables
these volumes late in the boot process). If Serviceguard will enable all EVFS volumes (the
/etc/fstab file will contain no entries for EVFS volumes), you can reset the
TCS_EVFSENABLED option to 0.

4. Select one node, such as the primary node, to be the configuration node. You will create
most of the configuration data on this node and propagate the data to the remaining nodes.

5. On the configuration node, configure EVFS to use TCS if you have not already done so. For
instructions, see “Configuring EVFS to Use TCS ” (page 62).

6. On the configuration node, create user keys for EVFS and create the EVFS volumes that will
be used in the Serviceguard package. This procedure is described in the Encrypted Volume
and File System Administrator's Guide.

7. Create a TPM key archive file using the tpmadm backup command.
For example:
# tpmadm backup filename=/tmp/tpmKeyArchive

The tpmadm utility prompts you for the TPM password if it cannot get the password from
the TPM password file (/etc/opt/tcs/passwd) or theTPM_PASSWD environment variable.
It also prompts you for a secret to protect the TPM key archive file if the TCS_PASS
environment variable is not set.

NOTE: Make a note of the secret; you will need it to restore the TPM key archive file.

8. Copy the TPM key archive file to the other cluster nodes.
9. On the other cluster nodes, use the tpmadm restore command to install the RK from the

configuration node. The tpmadm utility backs up and removes the RK and keys currently
in system persistent storage. It then encrypts the RK from the imported file with the SRK
on the local TPM and registers the descendent keys with the local TPM.
For example:
tpmadm restore filename=/tmp/tpmKeyArchive

The tpmadm utility prompts you for the local TPM password if it cannot get the password
from the TPM password file (/etc/opt/tcs/passwd) or the TPM_PASSWD environment
variable. It also prompts you for the secret used to protect the TPM key archive file when it
was created if the TCS_PASS environment variable is not set.
Following this step, all nodes in the cluster have the same value for the RK, but each copy
is encrypted with the local SRK.

10. On the configuration node, configure EVFS for use with Serviceguard. This includes
configuring EVFS user keys, EVFS volumes, configuring the EVFS volumes in Serviceguard
packages, and propagating the EVFS and Serviceguard configuration files throughout the
cluster. As part of this procedure, you also propagate the EVFS key database, including the
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TCS-protected EVFS private keys, which are stored in /etc/evfs/pkey by default. You
will also enable and test the EVFS volumes using the TCS-protected keys.
The procedure for configuring EVFS for use with Serviceguard is described in the appendix
Using EVFS with Serviceguard of the Encrypted Volume and File System v1.0 Administrator's
Guide.

11. Start the cluster packages as described in the Serviceguard documentation.
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8 Advanced TCS Administration
You can perform the majority of day-to-day TCS management tasks of the TPM with a few simple
commands, as described in Chapter 3 (page 29). However, the TCS management commands
also support options for advanced administration. A selection of these command options are
described in this chapter.
This chapter addresses the following topics:
• “Managing Keys” (page 67)
• “Deleting Keys” (page 69)
• “Modifying tcsd Operating Parameters” (page 69)
• “Configuring Applications Protected by TCS on Serviceguard Clusters” (page 70)

Managing Keys
This section provides information on using thetpmlist keys,tpmlist keyinfo, andtpmadm
deletekeys commands for key management.

Using the tpmlist keys Command to List Keys
Thetpmlist keys command lists the Universally Unique Identifier (UUID), a numeric identifier
for keys in TPM system persistent storage. The UUID is a 128-bit number; the size of this number
insures that the possibility of assigning duplicate UUID values approaches 0. This command
also lists the parent UUID for each key (the UUID of the parent key that encrypts the key).
TCS uses the following fixed UUIDs for the keys at the top levels of the TPM key hierarchy:

UUIDKey

00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000001Storage Root Key (SRK)

00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000002System-specific Key (SK)

00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000003Roaming Key (RK)

In the following example, you can see entries for the SRK, SK, and RK. There is also a key with
the RK as its parent (its parent UUID is 3). This key was created using the tpmencrypt -d
command.
# tpmlist keys
Key(s) matching the above criteria: 

Key UUID:               ded330fd-6386-41f6-b94b-10d6c84c5422
Parent Key UUID:        00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000003

Key UUID:               00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000001
Parent Key UUID:        00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000

Key UUID:               00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000002
Parent Key UUID:        00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000001

Key UUID:               00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000003
Parent Key UUID:        00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000001

Number of keys found: 4

You can also use the tpmlist keys command to search for keys matching a specific criteria.
In the following example, tpmlist keys lists only the keys that are descendants of the RK:
# tpmlist keys ancestoruuid=rk
Key(s) matching the above criteria:
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Key UUID:               ded330fd-6386-41f6-b94b-10d6c84c5422
Parent Key UUID:        00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000003

Number of keys found: 1

For more information, see tpmlist(1m).

Using the tpmlist keyinfo Command to List Detailed Key Information
The tpmlist keyinfo command lists detailed information about a particular key. You must
specify the UUID by number, or using the keywords srk, sk, or rk. In the following example,
tpmlist keyinfo lists details for the RK.
# tpmlist keyinfo uuid=rk
------------------------------------
  Key UUID:    00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000003
  Parent UUID: 00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000001
  Version:     01010107
  Usage:       0x0004 (Storage)
  Flags:       0x00000002 (!VOLATILE,  MIGRATABLE, !REDIRECTION)
  AuthUsage:   0x00 (Never)
  Algorithm:   0x00000020 (RSA)
  Encryption Scheme:   0x00000012 (RSAESOAEP_SHA1_MGF1)
  Signature Scheme:    0x00000010 (None)
  Public Key Size:     256 bytes
  Public Key:

        8c56179d 37b596b6 4060b123 c08bd516 58bde30f 11c3b02a 154b1af4 31f52a3e
        1dd28057 ed9d3175 575100de 362f0de8 0acc5d5b a986db3d 92e5f6ac f1ff8626
        95355d3a 6b6f302f b8152020 42c7d747 ebba6f3b bd5dab2b d4358c95 c5a840d0
        dba85cd0 fd458fe5 d25f5bf8 39b2cb63 6efec51b bd9a897b 2aafb562 c4d963a0
        46a1b10b 27bf9690 3c5b98c6 c8b91696 1aced878 62ccd34d 7ca3ce2f b3b1ba7a
        4b609166 fe4eea3e 7459bf10 8dbdbe52 05b44323 dd380699 b0a25ad1 05e1d7aa
        f2adb64a fa16a5f4 53cd0c10 5ac0ae15 3f964ce7 d2361557 72867c62 42918b10
        16130505 ee391f2f 539977a8 7d28cbed 52ad11ed 8ac3591b 0892cde2 5510d597

Using the tpmadm deletekeys Command to Delete Keys
Thetpmadm deletekeys command deletes keys matching the specified criteria. In the following
example, tpmadm deletekeys deletes all keys that have an RSA key algorithm.
# tpmadm deletekeys alg=rsa
Key(s) matching the above criteria:

Key UUID:               5aa84553-c08d-417b-af49-8c2de7e0ff3c
Parent Key UUID:        7e404894-b167-4fbd-b944-b20ae6c8e251

Key UUID:               ddd67e42-cc54-4d27-817b-0b061c810c22
Parent Key UUID:        05f922a7-f5d5-4730-8621-c815f69419bd

…

Note: key 00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000003 can not be deleted.

Note: key 00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000001 can not be deleted.

Note: key 00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000002 can not be deleted.

Are you sure you want to delete the above 146 key(s)? (y|n): y

…

Deleting key 146: 9715a011-9d6d-4199-aa84-1d3695c07407 ...

Number of keys deleted: 146
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Deleting Keys
As a security precaution, the tpmadm deletekeys command does not delete the SRK, the RK,
or the SK. The tpmadm deletekeys command does not require superuser capabilities and
does not require the TPM password. This enables non-superusers to delete user-created keys in
system persistent storage.
The only method to delete the SRK is by clearing TPM ownership, which requires EFI access.
This procedure is described in “Clearing TPM Ownership” (page 71). Clearing TPM ownership
also deletes the SK and RK.
The following commands delete the RK or SK as part of the command function and require
superuser capabilities and the TPM password:
• The tpmadm addkey key=rk and tpmadm addkey key=sk commands

These commands add or create the RK or SK and attempt to delete the RK or SK if the key
already exists before adding the new RK or SK.

• The tpmadm restore command
This command attempts to delete the existing RK before migrating the new RK from the
TPM key archive file.

NOTE: The tcsd daemon must verify the identity of the user with identd before it deletes
the RK or SK key for a tpmadm addkey or tpmadm restore command. If identd is not
running, tcsd will not delete the RK or SK key and the command fails.

For more information, see tpmadm(1m).

Modifying tcsd Operating Parameters
The/etc/opt/tcs/tcsd.conf file is the configuration file fortcsd. Thetcsddaemon reads
the tcsd.conf file when it starts. In most installations, you do not have to modify this file;
however, in some instances, you might want to modify the following options:
port The TCP port that tcsd uses to accept connection requests from local and

remote TSS applications.
Default: 30003.

num_threads The maximum number of threads that tcsd spawns simultaneously to
service applications.
Default: 10.

system_ps_file The absolute path of the system persistent storage file.
Default: /etc/opt/tcs/system.data.

remote_ops A list of TCS operations that can be executed by the local tcsd by Trusted
Service Providers on remote hosts.
Default: No operations.

For more configuration parameters, see tcsd.conf(4).
After you change the tcsd.conf file, follow these steps to make the changes take effect:
1. Stop tcsd by entering the following command:

/sbin/init.d/tcs stop.

2. Restart tcsd by entering the following command:
/sbin/init.d/tcs start
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Configuring Applications Protected by TCS on Serviceguard Clusters
TCS does not require explicit inclusion in Serviceguard cluster or package definition scripts. If
TCS is installed on all nodes in an existing cluster with products that are or will be TCS-protected,
you do not have to modify the cluster or package definitions. For key protection in a cluster, a
portion of the TPM key hierarchy must be identical across all nodes.
Because TCS does not have to be included in Serviceguard configuration files, cluster configuration
issues such as concurrent volume activation and concurrent file system access do not affect TCS.
TCS does not place any restrictions on Serviceguard features or the products that are started or
monitored in package definition scripts.
To configure applications that use TCS in Serviceguard packages, your topology must meet the
following criteria:
• TCS must be installed on all cluster nodes.
• Each node must have its own, unique copy of the TCS system persistent storage directory.

The default path for the TCS system persistent storage directory is /etc/opt/tcs/
system.data. This file cannot exist on a shared volume. If necessary, you can modify the
tcsd configuration file to specify an alternate path for the TCS system persistent storage
directory as described in the following procedure.

• The value of the Roaming Key (RK) private key must be the same on all cluster nodes, but
each node will have its own copy of the RK private key, and each copy will be encrypted
with the node's unique System Root Key (SRK). To meet this requirement, use the tpmadm
backup and tpmadm recovery commands as described in the following procedure.

• If an application uses data or key files protected by TCS but stored outside of TCS storage,
such as OpenSSL and EVFS, you must manually propagate these files to all the nodes in the
cluster. Each application has specific guidelines for key propagation according to how and
where the keys are stored.

The general procedure for configuring TCS-protected applications for Serviceguard is described
in the following procedure and can be used without modification for most applications. The
specific procedure for configuring EVFS with TCS for Serviceguard differs slightly because EVFS
volumes can be enabled by Serviceguard; this procedure is described in “Configuring EVFS with
TCS for Serviceguard Clusters” (page 64).
1. Install TCS on all nodes in the cluster, as described in Chapter 2 (page 19).
2. Verify that the file used for TCS system persistent storage is not located on a shared volume.

Each node must have its own copy of the TCS system persistent storage file. The default
path for this file is /etc/opt/tcs/system.data.
If the/etc/opt/tcs/system.data file resides on a shared volume in your cluster, change
the path for the TCS system persistent storage file as follows:
a. Open the /etc/opt/tcs/tcsd.conf file for editing.
b. Set the value of the system_ps_file option to the new file pathname. The file cannot

reside on a shared volume.
c. Save your changes and close the /etc/opt/tcs/tcsd.conf file.
d. Stop tcsd by entering the following command:

/sbin/init.d/tcs stop.

e. Restart tcsd by entering the following command:
/sbin/init.d/tcs start

f. Copy the modified /etc/opt/tcs/tcsd.conf file to the other cluster nodes and
repeat steps d and e on all cluster nodes.

3. Select one node to be the configuration node. You will create TCS application keys on this
node and migrate the keys to the other nodes from this node. You can use the primary node
as the configuration node.
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4. On the configuration node, create TCS application keys and any related data files that use
the keys. For example, if you are using a TCS RSA key pair, create the key pair and security
certificate.

NOTE: Do not create TCS application keys on the other nodes. These keys will be unusable
after you migrate the RK from the configuration node to the other nodes.

5. Create a TPM key archive file using the tpmadm backup command.
For example:
# tpmadm backup filename=/tmp/tpmKeyArchive

The tpmadm utility prompts you for the TPM password if it cannot get the password from
the TPM password file (/etc/opt/tcs/passwd) or theTPM_PASSWD environment variable.
It also prompts you for a secret to protect the TPM key archive file if the TCS_PASS
environment variable is not set.

NOTE: Make a note of the secret; you will need it to restore the TPM key archive file.

6. Copy the following files to the other cluster nodes:
• The TPM key archive file
• Any TCS application keys and any related files that use the keys, such as TCS RSA key

pairs and security certificates created using those keys
7. On the other cluster nodes, use the tpmadm restore command to install the RK from the

configuration node. The tpmadm utility will back up and remove the RK and TCS application
keys currently in system persistent storage. It then encrypts the RK from the imported file
with the SRK on the local TPM and registers the descendent keys with the local TPM.
For example:
# tpmadm restore filename=/tmp/tpmKeyArchive

The tpmadm utility prompts you for the local TPM password if it cannot get the password
from the TPM password file (/etc/opt/tcs/passwd) or the TPM_PASSWD environment
variable. It also prompts you for the secret used to protect the TPM key archive file when it
was created if the TCS_PASS environment variable is not set.
Following this step, all nodes in the cluster have the same value for the RK, but each copy
is encrypted with the local SRK. All nodes in the cluster have the same TCS application keys
in system persistent storage.

Clearing TPM Ownership
There are two ways to clear TPM ownership:
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• Use the EFI Boot Manager
• Use the command line in the EFI shell

CAUTION: Do not clear TPM ownership on HP-UX unless absolutely necessary (for example,
if you lose the TPM password). Clearing TPM ownership:
• Requires two system reboots.
• Deletes the SRK and RK and clears any existing TPM secrets. All TCS application keys

become unusable, and any data or keys encrypted by a TCS application key become unusable.
If you have a TPM key archive file, created using the tpmadm backup command, you can
restore the RK after you clear the TPM. This will enable you to use the TCS application keys
again.

Clearing TPM Ownership Using the EFI Boot Manager
To clear TPM ownership using the EFI Boot Manager, follow these steps:
1. Locate a TPM key archive file created using the tpmadm backup command, if possible.

The TPM key archive file enables you to reinstall and reuse the existing RK and migrate its
descendent TPM keys on the system after you clear TPM ownership. If you cannot locate a
TPM key archive file, you cannot use any existing TPM keys and data encrypted by TPM
keys after you clear TPM ownership.

2. Unconfigure the TCS software. If theTCS_EVFSENABLED flag is set (TCS_EVFSENABLED=1)
in the /etc/rc.config.d/tcsconf file, you must set it 0 before unconfiguring TCS.
Enter the following command to unconfigure TCS:
swconfig -u TCS

3. Access the EFI Boot Manager.
4. From the Boot Menu in the EFI utility, select Security Configuration and press Enter.

NOTE: The EFI Boot Manager screens on your system may vary from those shown
depending on your system type and firmware version.

5. From theSecurity Configurationmenu, selectClear Trusted Platform Module
and press Enter.
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6. A menu appears asking if you want to clear the TPM. Select Y and press Enter.

7. A menu appears asking if you want to continue. Select Y and press Enter.
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8. A menu appears asking if you want to reset the system. Select Y and press Enter. The system
will reboot.

9. As the system boots, access the EFI Boot Manager.
10. From the Boot Menu in the EFI utility, select Security Configuration and press Enter.

11. From the Set Trusted Platform Module Statemenu, select Y and press Enter. This
will enable the TPM.
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12. A menu appears asking if you want to reset the system. Select Y and press Enter.

13. After the system reboots, enter the following commands to unconfigure and reconfigure
TCS:
swconfig -u TCS; swconfig TCS

14. Enter the following command to verify that the TPM is enabled and TCS is operating:
tpmlist status

The output will show the following values if TPM is enabled and TCS is operating:
  Owned:                yes
  Activated:            yes
  Enabled:              yes
  Ownable:              yes
  Owner clear:          disabled
  Force clear:          disabled

15. If you cleared the TCS_EVFSENABLED flag in the /etc/rc.config.d/tcsconf file in
step 2, reset it to 1 (TCS_EVFSENABLED=1).
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16. If you have a TPM key archive file created before you cleared TPM ownership, you can use
the tpmadm restore command to restore the previous RK and migrate its descendent
keys.
For example:
# tpmadm backup filename=/tmp/tpmKeyArchive

Clearing TPM Ownership Using the EFI Shell
To clear TPM ownership using the EFI shell, follow these steps:
1. Locate a TPM key archive file created using the tpmadm backup command, if possible.

The TPM key archive file enables you to reinstall and reuse the existing RK and migrate its
descendent TPM keys on the system after you clear TPM ownership. If you cannot locate a
TPM key archive file, you cannot use any existing TPM keys and data encrypted by TPM
keys after you clear TPM ownership.

2. Unconfigure the TCS software. If theTCS_EVFSENABLED flag is set (TCS_EVFSENABLED=1)
in the /etc/rc.config.d/tcsconf file, you must set it 0 before unconfiguring TCS.
Enter the following command to unconfigure TCS:
swconfig -u TCS

3. Access the EFI shell.
4. Enter the following command at the EFI shell prompt:

secconfig tpm clear

For example:
Shell> secconfig tpm clear
Warning: Resetting to factory defaults will result in loss of information.
Clear the TPM [Y/N]? y
TPM will be resetted to factory default on the next reboot

SYSTEM SECURITY CONFIGURATION
  TPM:                  Activated
  TPM Next Boot Status: Force Clear
  TPM Vendor ID:        0x15D1
  TPM Product ID:       0x0006
  TPM TCG Spec Version: 1.1.0.0
A reboot is required for security configuration changes to take effect.

5. Reboot the system.
6. As the system boots, access the EFI shell.
7. Enter the following command at the EFI shell prompt:

secconfig tpm on

For example:
Shell> secconfig tpm on

SYSTEM SECURITY CONFIGURATION

Trusted Boot:             Not Supported

TPM:                      Enabled

TPM Vendor ID:            0x15D1

TPM Product ID:           0x0006

TPM TCG Spec Version:     1.1.0.0

* A reboot is required for security configuration changes to take effect.

8. Reboot the system.
9. As the system boots, access the EFI Boot Manager.
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10. After the system reboots, enter the following commands to unconfigure and reconfigure
TCS:
swconfig -u TCS; swconfig TCS

If the TCS_EVFSENABLED flag is set (TCS_EVFSENABLED=1) in the /etc/rc.config.d/
tcsconf file, you must set it 0 before entering the swconfig -u TCS command.

11. Enter the following command to verify that the TPM is enabled and TCS is operating:
tpmlist status

The output shows the following values if TPM is enabled and TCS is operating:
  Owned:                yes
  Activated:            yes
  Enabled:              yes
  Ownable:              yes
  Owner clear:          disabled
  Force clear:          disabled

12. If you cleared the TCS_EVFSENABLED flag in the /etc/rc.config.d/tcsconf file in
step 2, reset it to 1 (TCS_EVFSENABLED=1).

13. If you have a TPM key archive file created before you cleared TPM ownership, you can use
the tpmadm restore command to restore the previous RK and migrate its descendent
keys. For example:
# tpmadm restore filename=/tmp/tpmKeyArchive
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9 TCS Troubleshooting and Known Issues
This chapter describes potential TCS problems. It addresses the following topics:
• “Troubleshooting tcsd” (page 79)
• “Troubleshooting TCS Operation with EVFS” (page 84)
• “The tpmadm restore Command Fails” (page 85)
• “TCS Commands Fail When Run as a Nonprivileged User” (page 85)
• “Reporting Problems” (page 85)

Troubleshooting tcsd
The main entry point for applications accessing the TPM is through tcsd, which is closely tied
to the TPM driver. Use Figure 9-1 to troubleshoot tcsd.

Figure 9-1 TPM driver and tcsd Troubleshooting Flowchart
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TIP: The numbered items in the following procedure correspond to the numbers in Figure 9-1.

To troubleshoot the TPM driver and tcsd, follow these steps:
1. To see if tcsd is running, enter the following command:

ps –ef | grep tcsd | grep –v “grep tcsd”

2. Iftcsd cannot start, check for error messages in the/var/adm/syslog/syslog.log file.
Alternatively, use the tcsd –f option to start tcsd in the foreground so you can see the
error messages on the console.

3. Enter the following command to check the status of the TPM kernel module:
kcmodule tpm

The status column must display loaded for proper TCS operation.
Verify that the device file /dev/tpm exists, that its ownership is tss:tss and its permission
is 0660.
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For example:
crw-rw----   1 tss        tss       135 0x000000 Jun 23 10:08 /dev/tpm

4. Confirm that the TPM is installed and enabled. See Chapter 2 (page 19).
5. If needed, reboot the system to clear a transient TPM failure. If the error persists after a

system reboot, you might need to replace the TPM.
6. Verify the ownership and permissions for the /etc/opt/tcs directory and the file used

for TCS system persistent storage (the default is /etc/opt/tcs/system.data). The
permissions, owner, and group must match entries shown in Table 3-1 (page 30).
If TCS directory and system persistent storage file are not accessible, or the system persistent
storage file is corrupt, tcsd does not start.

7. The TPM device driver might not have been installed or configured properly. Enter the
following commands to remove and reinstall the TPM device driver:
swconfig -u TCS; swconfig TCS

If the TCS_EVFSENABLED flag is set (TCS_EVFSENABLED=1) in the /etc/rc.config.d/
tcsconf file, you must set it 0 before entering the swconfig -u TCS command.
If this does not solve the problem, reinstall TCS as described in “Upgrading or Reinstalling
TCS” (page 25).

8. For instructions on how to restore TCS system data, see Chapter 8 (page 67).
9. Make sure the TPM is owned, enabled, and activated. If TCS is running, the tpmlist

status command displays the following message:
Owned:         yes  
Activated:     yes  
Enabled:       yes  
Ownable:       yes  
Owner Clear:   disabled  
Force Clear:   disabled

10. Enter the following command to reconfigure TCS software:
swconfig TCS

If the problem persists, enable the TPM. See Chapter 2 (page 19).

Troubleshooting TCS Operation with OpenSSL
The troubleshooting procedures for TCS operation with OpenSSL vary depending on the utility
or application used.

Troubleshooting TCS Operation with the openssl Utility
When using a TCS RSA key pair with the openssl utility, openssl displays the following
message if it is able to load the TPM OpenSSL engine:
engine “tpm” set

Some common error messages that might occur are listed in the sections that follow.

Message: invalid engine “tpm”
The openssl utility displays messages similar to the following:
invalid engine "tpm"
15549:error:2606A074:engine routines:ENGINE_by_id:no such engine:eng_list.c:378:
id=tpm
15549:error:25066067:DSO support routines:DLFCN_LOAD:could not load the shared l
ibrary:dso_dlfcn.c:157:filename(libtpm.so): Unable to find library 'libtpm.so
15549:error:25070067:DSO support routines:DSO_load:could not load the shared lib
rary:dso_lib.c:244:
15549:error:260B6084:engine routines:DYNAMIC_LOAD:dso not found:eng_dyn.c:364:
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Action

Some possible reasons for this message include:
• You are trying to use the openssl option -keyform dynamic and -engine tpm with

a version of openssl prior to 0.9.8. You can verify the openssl version by entering the
following command:
openssl version

You might need to specify the full path to the 0.9.8 version (for example, /opt/openssl/
0.9.8/bin/openssl). If OpenSSL 0.9.8 is not installed on your system, you must install
it or use the method described in “Wrapping an Existing Certificate Private Key with
tpmcreate” (page 43).

• The TPM OpenSSL engine library is not properly installed on your system. Verify that the
symbolic link/usr/lib/hpux32/engines/libtpm.so.1points to/opt/tcs/hpux32/
engines/libtpm.so.1.

Message: unable to load Private Key
The openssl utility displays messages similar to the following:
unable to load Private Key
16533:error:0906D06C:PEM routines:PEM_read_bio:no start line:pem_lib.c:642:Expecting: ANY PRIVATE KEY

Action

Some possible reason for this message include:
• You are trying to use theopenssl req command with a key pair created usingtpmcreate,

but you did not specify the -keyform dynamic and -engine tpm options. You must
specify these options if you are using a key pair created using tpmcreate.

• You are trying to use the openssl req command with the -keyform dynamic and
-engine tpm options with a key pair that was not created using tpmcreate. If you are
not using keys created by the tpmcreate command, omit the -keyform dynamic and
-engine tpm options. After you create the certificate request, you can use the tpmcreate
-w command to protect the private key.

Troubleshooting TCS Operation with Stunnel
When using TCS with Stunnel, stunnel displays messages similar to the following when it
starts:
2008.07.16 05:27:02 LOG7[14832:1]: Enabling support for engine 'dynamic'
2008.07.16 05:27:02 LOG7[14832:1]: Executing engine control command SO_PATH:/opt/tcs/lib/hpux32/engines/libtpm.so.0
2008.07.16 05:27:02 LOG7[14832:1]: Executing engine control command ID:tpm
2008.07.16 05:27:02 LOG7[14832:1]: Executing engine control command LOAD
2008.07.16 05:27:02 LOG7[14832:1]: Initializing engine 1
2008.07.16 05:27:02 LOG7[14832:1]: Engine 1 initialized
  :
  :
2008.07.16 05:27:02 LOG7[14832:1]: Certificate: /opt/stunnel/myTPM.cert
2008.07.16 05:27:02 LOG7[14832:1]: Certificate loaded
2008.07.16 05:27:02 LOG7[14832:1]: Key file: /opt/stunnel/myKeyBlob
2008.07.16 05:27:02 LOG7[14832:1]: Private key loaded

Some common error messages that might occur are listed in the sections that follow.

Message: could not load the shared library
Stunnel cannot load the TPM OpenSSL engine library and displays messages similar to the
following:
2008.07.18 09:42:17 LOG7[13057:1]: Enabling support for engine 'dynamic'
2008.07.18 09:42:17 LOG7[13057:1]: Executing engine control command SO_PATH:/opt
/tcs/lib/hpux32/engines/libtpm.so.0
2008.07.18 09:42:17 LOG7[13057:1]: Executing engine control command ID:tpm
2008.07.18 09:42:17 LOG7[13057:1]: Executing engine control command LIST_ADD:2
2008.07.18 09:42:17 LOG7[13057:1]: Executing engine control command LOAD
2008.07.18 09:42:17 LOG3[13057:1]: error stack: 260B6084 : error:260B6084:engine
 routines:DYNAMIC_LOAD:dso not found
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2008.07.18 09:42:17 LOG3[13057:1]: error stack: 25070067 : error:25070067:DSO su
pport routines:DSO_load:could not load the shared library
2008.07.18 09:42:17 LOG3[13057:1]: ENGINE_ctrl_cmd_string: 25066067: error:25066
067:DSO support routines:DLFCN_LOAD:could not load the shared library

Action

Verify the library specified in the engineCtrl=SO_PATH statement in the Stunnel configuration
file. See “Step 3: Specifying Engine Information for the Application” (page 45) for sample engine
and enginectrl entries.

Message: no start line
Stunnel cannot process the key file and displays messages similar to the following:
2008.07.18 15:30:11 LOG7[19693:1]: Key file: /opt/stunnel/foo1blob^M
2008.07.18 15:30:11 LOG3[19693:1]: error stack: 140B3009 : error:140B3009:SSL ro
utines:SSL_CTX_use_RSAPrivateKey_file:PEM lib
2008.07.18 15:30:11 LOG3[19693:1]: SSL_CTX_use_RSAPrivateKey_file: 906D06C: erro
r:0906D06C:PEM routines:PEM_read_bio:no start line

Action

Stunnel displays this message if it cannot process the key file (the file specified by the key
parameter in the Stunnel configuration file). In this example, it is attempting to use the PEM
library to process the key file. This usually indicates that Stunnel did not load the TPM OpenSSL
library because of problems with the engine or enginectrl parameters in the Stunnel
configuration file. See “Step 3: Specifying Engine Information for the Application” (page 45) for
sample engine and enginectrl entries.

Message: tpm engine:TPM_ENGINE_LOAD_KEY:request failed
The TPM OpenSSL engine cannot process the key file and displays messages similar to the
following:
2008.07.18 09:47:18 LOG7[13168:1]: Key file: /opt/stunnel/myblob
2008.07.18 09:47:21 LOG3[13168:1]: error stack: 26096080 : error:26096080:engine
 routines:ENGINE_load_private_key:failed loading private key
2008.07.18 09:47:21 LOG3[13168:1]: ENGINE_load_private_key: 8806F06D: error:8806
F06D:tpm engine:TPM_ENGINE_LOAD_KEY:request failed

Action

Verify that the file specified by the key parameter in the Stunnel configuration file is a key file
created by tpmcreate.

Troubleshooting TCS Operation with HP-UX Secure Shell
You should see the following message when the sshd daemon starts:
# /sbin/init.d/secsh start
HP-UX Secure Shell started

To verify that sshd is using the TPM OpenSSL engine, start sshd in the foreground (-D) and
enable debugging (-d). The sshd daemon displays messages similar to the following:
debug1: Config token is enginehostrsakey
debug1: Config token is engineconfigfile
debug1: Config token is engineconfigsection
   :
   :
debug1: key_load_engine_private() done: type RSA
debug1: engine key load attempted, index: #0
debug1: private host key: #0 type 1 RSA

The daemon also displays these messages when clients attempt to start an SSH session to the
system.
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If you do not see similar start up messages, verify the following items:
• The HP-UX Secure Shell version. You must have version A.05.00.029, or later.
• The sshd configuration file. At a minimum, this file must include the EngineHostRSAKey

keyword with the path to the key blob created using tpmcreate. For more information,
see “Step 3: Modifying the sshd Configuration File” (page 57).

• The OpenSSL configuration file. By default, sshd will attempt to use /opt/ssh/etc/
server.cnf as the OpenSSL configuration file. The file must contain the directives described
in “Step 4: Installing and Modifying the OpenSSL Configuration File” (page 58).

Message: Bad configuration option
If the sshd daemon does not support the keywords needed for TCS, it displays messages similar
to the following:
sshd_config: line 99: Bad configuration option: EngineHostRSAKey
sshd_config: terminating, 1 bad configuration options

Action
Use the what utility to verify the HP-UX Secure Shell version. You must have version A.05.00.029,
or later.

Message: Could not load host key
This message indicates that sshd could not load the host key. The problem might be caused by
a problem with the key file specification, the key file, or problems configuring the TPM OpenSSL
engine. To determine the specific cause, start the sshd daemon in the foreground (-D option)
and debug level 2 or 3 enabled (-d -d or -d -d -d). You can also specify the -e option to send
the debugging output to STDOUT. The following list contains some common error messages.
• 14940:error:02001002:system library:fopen:No such file or directory:bss_file.c:)

14940:error:2006D080:BIO routines:func(109):reason(128):bss_file.c:107:
14940:error:8006F07B:tpm engine:TPM_ENGINE_LOAD_KEY:file to load not found:/ux/:
14940:error:26096080:engine routines:func(150):reason(128):eng_pkey.c:116:
debug1: ENGINE_load_private_key failed
debug1: key_load_engine_private() done: type <unknown>
debug1: engine key load attempted, index: #0
Could not load host key: /home/ltam/badblob
Disabling protocol version 2. Could not load host key
sshd: no hostkeys available -- exiting.

The text tpm engine:TPM_ENGINE_LOAD_KEY indicates that the TPM OpenSSL engine
loaded properly. In this context, the text fopen:No such file or directory indicates
that the key file specified in the EngineHostRSAKey parameter in the sshd configuration
file does not exist.

• 14992:error:8006F06D:tpm engine:TPM_ENGINE_LOAD_KEY:request failed:/ux/core/isu:
14992:error:26096080:engine routines:func(150):reason(128):eng_pkey.c:116:
debug1: ENGINE_load_private_key failed
debug1: key_load_engine_private() done: type <unknown>
debug1: engine key load attempted, index: #0
Could not load host key: /home/ltam/badblob
Disabling protocol version 2. Could not load host key
sshd: no hostkeys available -- exiting.

The text tpm engine:TPM_ENGINE_LOAD_KEY indicates that the TPM OpenSSL engine
loaded properly. In this case, the key file specified in the EngineHostRSAKey parameter
in the sshd configuration file was not valid. Verify the file name and that the contents were
created using tpmcreate as specified in “Step 1: Creating a TCS RSA Key Pair for SSH”
(page 56).

• 12116:error:02001002:lib(2):func(1):reason(2):bss_file.c:104:fopen('/opt/openssl/foo','rb')
12116:error:2006D080:lib(32):func(109):reason(128):bss_file.c:107:
12116:error:0E064072:lib(14):func(100):reason(114):conf_def.c:197:
Engine configuration failed
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debug1: key_load_engine_private() done: type <unknown>
debug1: engine key load attempted, index: #0
Could not load host key: /opt/foo/sshblob
Disabling protocol version 2. Could not load host key
sshd: no hostkeys available -- exiting.

This message indicates a problem opening the OpenSSL configuration file specified by the
parameter EngineConfigFile in the sshd configuration file. Verify the filename specified
by EngineConfigFile.

• debug1: sshd version OpenSSH_5.0p1+sftpfilecontrol-v1.2-hpn13v1 [ HP-UX Secure Shell-A.05.00.029 ]
Engine configuration failed
debug1: key_load_engine_private() done: type <unknown>
debug1: engine key load attempted, index: #0
Could not load host key: /opt/foo/sshblob
Disabling protocol version 2. Could not load host key
sshd: no hostkeys available -- exiting.

This message indicates a problem with the contents of the OpenSSL configuration file used
forsshd. The OpenSSL configuration file is specified by the parameterEngineConfigFile
in the sshd configuration file. See “Step 4: Installing and Modifying the OpenSSL
Configuration File” (page 58) for a description of the required contents.

• '/usr/lib/hpux32/engines/libtpm.so.0' is not a valid load module: Bad magic number
  :
  :
Engine configuration failed

This message indicates that you specified the TPM OpenSSL library with the wrong compiler
data model (32 bit instead of 64 bit in this example) for the dynamic_path parameter in
the OpenSSL configuration file. See “Step 4: Installing and Modifying the OpenSSL
Configuration File” (page 58) for the correct library specification.

• 21361:error:25066067:lib(37):func(102):reason(103):dso_dlfcn.c:157:filename(/opt 
/tcs/lib/hpux64/libtpm.so.0): Unable to find library '/opt/tcs/lib/hpux64/libtpm.so.0'.
  :
  :
Engine configuration failed

This message indicates that you specified a nonexistent file for thedynamic_pathparameter
in the OpenSSL configuration file. In this example, the user specified /opt/tcs/lib/
hpux64/libtpm.so.0 instead of /opt/tcs/lib/hpux64/engines/libtpm.so.0.

Troubleshooting TCS Operation with EVFS
To troubleshoot TCS-EVFS integration, follow these steps:
1. Verify that tcsd is running using the tpmlist status command. If tcsd is not running,

see “Troubleshooting tcsd” (page 79).
2. Verify the contents of the /etc/evfs/evfs.conf file. Verify there are no typographic

errors in the keywrap and the pbe parameters.
3. Verify that the /usr/lib/evfs/hpux64/libevfs_pbe.so symbolic link points to the

/opt/tcs/lib/hpux64/libevfs_pbe.so1 file, and verify that both these files exist.
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The tpmadm restore Command Fails
The tpmadm restore command can fail for the following reasons:
• You are not superuser.

The tpmadm restore command attempts to delete the existing RK before migrating the
new RK from the TPM key archive file, and the deletion succeeds only if the user has
superuser capabilities.

• You entered an incorrect TPM password or secret.
Verify that the TPM password and secret used are the correct length. Verify the methods
used to specify the TPM password and secret, as described in “Specifying the TPM Password”
(page 32) and “Specifying Secret Passphrases” (page 32).

• The identd service is not running on your system.
The tcsd daemon uses the identd service to verify the identity of the user before deleting
the existing RK and its descendents. If it cannot contact the identd daemon, the restore
operation fails. Verify that identd is running on the system or the identd daemon is
configured to start as needed through the /etc/inetd.conf file or another mechanism.

TPM Driver Is Unclaimed
The TPM driver does not require a reboot after installation, because it is a dynamically loadable
kernel module (DLKM). However, after the first load of the TPM driver, the TPM device appears
as unclaimed until a new ioscan command is issued.
To verify that the TPM device is claimed, enter the following command:
# ioscan -f | grep -i trust
tpm  0  250/2  tpm  CLAIMED  INTERFACE Trusted Platform Module

If the installation requires a reboot, a separate ioscan is not needed because the device is claimed
by the DLKM driver at boot time. Because the TPM driver must claim the TPM chip, it is loaded
before device discovery (ioscan) is initiated at boot time. The TPM driver uses the /dev/tpm
character device and the Low Pin Count (LPC) I/O protocol to communicate with the TPM chip.

NOTE: The TPM driver cannot be unloaded if any application has opened the /dev/tpm
character device. The unload operation fails with a "Device Busy" error.

TCS Commands Fail When Run as a Nonprivileged User
Verify that the nonprivileged user has a home directory. The tcsd daemon attempts to create a
.trousers/user.data file under the home directory of the user running the command.

Reporting Problems
If you are unable to solve a problem with TCS, follow these steps:
1. Read the HP-UX Trusted Computing Services Release Notes to see if the problem is known. If

it is, follow the solution offered to solve the problem.
2. Determine if TCS is still under warranty or if your company purchased support services for

TCS. Your operations manager can supply you with the necessary information.
3. Access http://www.itrc.hp.com and search the technical knowledge databases to determine

if the problem you are experiencing has been reported already. The type of documentation
and resources you have access to depend on your level of support.

4. If this is a new problem or if you need additional help, log your problem with the HP
Response Center, either online through the support case manager at http://www.itrc.hp.com
or by calling HP Support. If your warranty has expired or if you do not have a valid support
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contract, you can still obtain support services for a fee, based on the amount of time required
to solve your problem.

5. If you are asked to supply any information pertaining to the problem, gather the requested
information and submit it.
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A Product Specifications
This appendix contains product specifications.

TCS Files and Directories
The following sections list the product files and directories included with the TCS installation.

The /opt/tcs Directory
The /opt/tcs/ directory contains the following directories and files for TCS code execution
and configuration:
/opt/tcs/bin/ Binary files: the TPM and TCS utilities and the tcsd

daemon.
/opt/tcs/include/ C header files for use with the TSS APIs.
/opt/tcs/lib/ TCS libraries (includes the TSPI shared optimized library

libtspi.so, the TDDL archive library libtddl.a , and
the TCS-EVFS library libevfs_tcspbe.so.1).

/opt/tcs/lib/hpux32/engines/libtpm.so.x 32–bit OpenSSL TPM engine libraries. See Table 5-1
(page 44) for specific file names.

/opt/tcs/lib/hpux64/engines/libtpm.so.x 64–bit OpenSSL TPM engine libraries. See Table 5-1
(page 44) for specific file names.

/opt/tcs/man/ TCS manpages.
/opt/tcs/misc/ HP-UX EVFS configuration scripts.
/opt/tcs/src/ Open Source files for TSS, tpmcreate and the TPM engine,

and generation of SSH public keys.
/opt/tcs/init TCS initialization scripts for system startup.

The /etc/opt/tcs Directory
The /etc/opt/tcs/ directory contains the following files used for TCS system data:
/etc/opt/tcs/tcsd.conf tcsd configuration file.
/etc/opt/tcs/passwd TPM owner password, if the password is stored on the

system.
/etc/opt/tcs/system.data TPM system persistent storage.
/etc/opt/tcs/.trousers/
user.data

User persistent storage for the tcs user.

/sbin/init.d/tcs Directory
The /sbin/init.d/tcs file is the TCS startup and shutdown script.

The /usr/conf/mod/tpm Directory
The /usr/conf/mod/tpm file is the TPM device driver.
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B TSPI APIs
The authoritative Trusted Computing Group (TCG) Transport Service Provider Interface (TSPI)
reference document (TSS specification) is available at the TCG website:
http://www.trustedcomputinggroup.org
The current version of TCS contains version 0.2.8 of the TrouSerS stack implementation. A good
source of sample TSPI code is located at the TrouSerS website:
http://trousers.sourceforge.net/
Table B-1 lists the TSPI (TrouSerS) APIs and indicates if they are supported with TCS. If an API
is not supported with TCS, a brief explanation follows the listing. Manpages for these APIs are
included with the TCS software.

Table B-1 Supported TSPI APIs

NotesSupportedTSPI Function

Common Method Definition

YesTspi_SetAttribUint32

YesTspi_GetAttribUint32

YesTspi_SetAttribData

YesTspi_GetAttribData

YesTspi_ChangeAuth

Not implemented.NoTspi_ChangeAuthAsym

YesTspi_GetPolicyObject

Tspi_Context

YesTspi_Context_Create

YesTspi_Context_Close

YesTspi_SetAttribUint32

YesTspi_GetAttribUint32

YesTspi_SetAttribData

YesTspi_GetAttribData

YesTspi_Context_Connect

YesTspi_Context_FreeMemory

YesTspi_Context_GetDefaultPolicy

YesTspi_Context_CreateObject

YesTspi_Context_CloseObject

YesTspi_Context_GetCapability

YesTspi_Context_GetTPMObject

YesTspi_Context_LoadKeyByBlob

YesTspi_Context_LoadKeyByUUID

YesTspi_Context_RegisterKey

YesTspi_Context_UnregisterKey
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Table B-1 Supported TSPI APIs (continued)

NotesSupportedTSPI Function

YesTspi_Context_GetKeyByUUID

YesTspi_Context_GetKeyByPublicInfo

YesTspi_Context_GetRegisteredKeysByUUID

Tspi_Policy

YesTspi_SetAttribUint32

YesTspi_GetAttribUint32

YesTspi_SetAttribData

YesTspi_GetAttribData

YesTspi_Policy_SetSecret

YesTspi_Policy_FlushSecret

YesTspi_Policy_AssignToObject

Tspi_TPM

YesTspi_SetAttribUint32

YesTspi_GetAttribUint32

YesTspi_SetAttribData

YesTspi_GetAttribData

TPM platform endorsement is not supported.NoTspi_TPM_CreateEndorsementKey

TPM platform endorsement is not supported.NoTspi_TPM_GetPubEndorsementKey

YesTspi_TPM_TakeOwnership

TPM platform identity is not supported.NoTspi_TPM_CollateIdentityRequest

TPM platform identity is not supported.NoTspi_TPM_ActivateIdentity

YesTspi_TPM_ClearOwner

YesTspi_TPM_SetStatus

YesTspi_TPM_GetStatus

YesTspi_TPM_SelfTestFull

Not implemented.NoTspi_TPM_CertifySelfTest

YesTspi_TPM_GetTestResult

YesTspi_TPM_GetCapability

Not implemented.NoTspi_TPM_GetCapabilitySigned

TPM maintenance commands are not
supported.

NoTspi_TPM_CreateMaintenanceArchive

TPM maintenance commands are not
supported.

NoTspi_TPM_KillMaintenanceFeature

TPM maintenance commands are not
supported.

NoTspi_TPM_LoadMaintenancePubKey

TPM maintenance commands are not
supported

NoTspi_TPM_CheckMaintenancePubKey
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Table B-1 Supported TSPI APIs (continued)

NotesSupportedTSPI Function

YesTspi_TPM_GetRandom

YesTspi_TPM_StirRandom

YesTspi_TPM_AuthorizeMigrationTicket

YesTspi_TPM_GetEvent

YesTspi_TPM_GetEvents

YesTspi_TPM_GetEventLog

YesTspi_TPM_Quote

YesTspi_TPM_PcrExtend

YesTspi_TPM_PcrRead

YesTspi_TPM_DirWrite

YesTspi_TPM_DirRead

YesTspi_ChangeAuth

YesTspi_GetPolicyObject

Tspi_Key

YesTspi_SetAttribUint32

YesTspi_GetAttribUint32

YesTspi_SetAttribData

YesTspi_GetAttribData

YesTspi_Key_LoadKey

YesTspi_Key_UnloadKey

YesTspi_Key_GetPubKey

YesTspi_Key_CertifyKey

YesTspi_Key_CreateKey

YesTspi_Key_WrapKey

YesTspi_Key_CreateMigrationBlob

YesTspi_Key_ConvertMigrationBlob

YesTspi_ChangeAuth

Not implemented.NoTspi_ChangeAuthAsym

YesTspi_GetPolicyObject

Tspi_Hash

YesTspi_SetAttribData

YesTspi_Hash_Sign

YesTspi_Hash_VerifySignature

YesTspi_Hash_SetHashValue

YesTspi_Hash_GetHashValue

YesTspi_Hash_UpdateHashValue
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Table B-1 Supported TSPI APIs (continued)

NotesSupportedTSPI Function

Tspi_Data

YesTspi_SetAttribUint32

YesTspi_GetAttribUint32

YesTspi_SetAttribData

YesTspi_GetAttribData

YesTspi_Data_Bind

YesTspi_Data_Unbind

YesTspi_Data_Seal

YesTspi_Data_Unseal

YesTspi_ChangeAuth

Not implemented.NoTspi_ChangeAuthAsym

YesTspi_GetPolicyObject

Tspi_PcrComposite

YesTspi_PcrComposite_SelectPcrIndex

YesTspi_PcrComosite_SetPcrValue

YesTspi_PcrComposite_GetPcrValue

Callback

Callback routines are not supported.NoTspicb_CallbackHMACAuth

Callback routines are not supported.NoTspicb_CallbackXorEnc

Callback routines are not supported.NoTspicb_CallbackTakeOwnership

Callback routines are not supported.NoTspicb_CallbackChangeAuthAsym

Callback routines are not supported.NoTspicb_CollateIdentity

Callback routines are not supported.NoTspicb_ActivateIdentity
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C Sample TSS Application
This sample program creates and registers a new key in TSS. The new key encrypts an ASCII
string. The results are displayed in the output.
The Makefile.hpux and example.c files are located in the /opt/tcs/src/example/
directory. The make –f Makefile.hpux command compiles both 32-bit and 64-bit versions
of example.c.
Example of Makefile.hpux:
CC=cc
INC=/opt/tcs/include
LIBS=-L/usr/lib -ltspi -lcrypto

CFLAGS=-Ae -I$(INC) -DHPUX -g 

all: example example64

example: example.c
 $(CC) $(CFLAGS) -o example example.c $(LIBS) 

example64: example.c
 $(CC) $(CFLAGS) +DD64 -o example64 example.c $(LIBS) 

clean:
 rm -f *.o *~ core example example64

Example of example.c:
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <unistd.h>
#include <ctype.h>
#include <trousers/tss.h>
#include <trousers/trousers.h>

static TSS_UUID SRK_UUID = TSS_UUID_SRK; // SRK

int parseOptions(int argc, char **argv);
TSS_UUID * uuidGen(TSS_HTPM hTPM);
void usage();
void printHex(BYTE *blob, UINT32 blobLen);

char *host = NULL;
char *password = NULL;
char *secret = "secret";

int main(int argc, char **argv)
{
    TSS_RESULT tResult;
    TSS_HCONTEXT hContext;
    TSS_HTPM hTpm;
    int i, retcode = -1;
    UINT32 uiSize;
    TSS_FLAG keyInitFlags = TSS_KEY_TYPE_BIND | TSS_KEY_SIZE_2048 |
       TSS_KEY_VOLATILE | TSS_KEY_MIGRATABLE;
    TSS_FLAG dataInitFlags = TSS_ENCDATA_BIND;
    TSS_HKEY hKey, hSRK;
    TSS_HENCDATA hEncData;
    TSS_HPOLICY hSRKp, hPolicy;
    BYTE *blob = NULL;
    UINT32 blobLen;
    TSS_UUID *keyUUID;
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    if(parseOptions(argc, argv) != 0) {
 goto out;
    }

    // Ensure that data to be 'binded' is no larger than our keysize 
    if(strlen(secret) > 256) {
 fprintf(stderr, "Error: Secret to be bound to TPM is too large.\n
   Please limit the secret to 256 characters\n");
    }

    // Start a TSS session
    tResult = Tspi_Context_Create(&hContext);
    if (tResult != TSS_SUCCESS) {
 fprintf(stderr, "Tspi_Context_Create failed. Error: %s\n", 
          Trspi_Error_String(tResult));    
 goto out;
    }

    // Connect to TCSD
    if(host) {
 tResult = Tspi_Context_Connect(hContext, 
            (UNICODE *)Trspi_Native_To_UNICODE((BYTE *)host, NULL));
    }
    else {
 tResult = Tspi_Context_Connect(hContext, NULL);
    }
    if (tResult != TSS_SUCCESS) {
 fprintf(stderr, "Tspi_Context_Connect failed. Error: %s\n", 
          Trspi_Error_String(tResult));    
 goto out_close;
    }

    // Get a software representation of the TPM
    if (Tspi_Context_GetTpmObject(hContext, &hTpm) != TSS_SUCCESS) {
 fprintf(stderr, "Tspi_Context_GetTpmObject failed. Error: %s\n", 
          Trspi_Error_String(tResult));    
 goto out_close;
    }

    // Load Storage Root Key by UUID
    tResult = Tspi_Context_LoadKeyByUUID(hContext, TSS_PS_TYPE_SYSTEM, 
              SRK_UUID, &hSRK);
    if (tResult != TSS_SUCCESS) {
 fprintf(stderr, "Tspi_Context_LoadKeyByUUID failed. Error: %s\n", 
          Trspi_Error_String(tResult));    
 goto out_close;
    }

    // Set the correct SRK policy
    tResult =  Tspi_GetPolicyObject(hSRK, TSS_POLICY_USAGE, &hSRKp);
    if (tResult != TSS_SUCCESS) {
 fprintf(stderr, "Tspi_GetPolicyObject failed. Error: %s\n", 
                   Trspi_Error_String(tResult));    
 goto out_close;
    }

    tResult = Tspi_Policy_SetSecret(hSRKp, TSS_SECRET_MODE_PLAIN, 0, 
                                   (BYTE *)0);
    if (tResult != TSS_SUCCESS) {
 fprintf(stderr, "Tspi_Policy_SetSecret failed. Error: %s\n", 
          Trspi_Error_String(tResult));    
 goto out_close;
    }

    // Actually create the key in the TPM
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    // Adjust new key flags if authorization is required
    if(password) {
 keyInitFlags |= TSS_KEY_AUTHORIZATION;
    }

    // Create the Key Object (in software)
    tResult = Tspi_Context_CreateObject(hContext, 
                             TSS_OBJECT_TYPE_RSAKEY, keyInitFlags, &hKey);
    if (tResult != TSS_SUCCESS) {
 fprintf(stderr, "Tspi_Context_CreateObject failed. Error: %s\n", 
          Trspi_Error_String(tResult));    
 goto out_close;
    }

    // Set key password, if needed
    tResult =  Tspi_GetPolicyObject(hKey, TSS_POLICY_USAGE, &hPolicy);
    if (tResult != TSS_SUCCESS) {
 fprintf(stderr, "Tspi_GetPolicyObject failed. Error: %s\n", 
          Trspi_Error_String(tResult));    
 goto out_close;
    }

    if(password) {
 tResult = Tspi_Policy_SetSecret(hPolicy, TSS_SECRET_MODE_PLAIN, 
            strlen(password), (BYTE *)password);
    } 
    else {
 tResult = Tspi_Policy_SetSecret(hPolicy, TSS_SECRET_MODE_NONE, 0, NULL);
    }
    if (tResult != TSS_SUCCESS) {
 fprintf(stderr, "Tspi_Policy_SetSecret failed. Error: %s\n", 
          Trspi_Error_String(tResult));    
 goto out_close;
    }

    // Actually create the key in the TPM
    tResult = Tspi_Key_CreateKey(hKey, hSRK, 0);
    if (tResult != TSS_SUCCESS) {
 fprintf(stderr, "Tspi_Key_CreateKey failed. Error: [#%d] %s\n", 
          tResult, Trspi_Error_String(tResult));    
 goto out_close;
    }

    /* Register the key in system persistent storage (on the TCSD's 
    platform) */
    keyUUID = uuidGen(hTpm);
    tResult = Tspi_Context_RegisterKey(hContext, hKey, TSS_PS_TYPE_SYSTEM, 
              *(keyUUID), TSS_PS_TYPE_SYSTEM, SRK_UUID);
    if (tResult != TSS_SUCCESS) {
 fprintf(stderr, "Tspi_Context_RegisterKey failed. Error: %s\n", 
          Trspi_Error_String(tResult));    
 goto out_close;
    }

    // Load the new key
    tResult = Tspi_Key_LoadKey(hKey, hSRK);
    if (tResult != TSS_SUCCESS) {
 fprintf(stderr, "Tspi_Key_LoadKey failed. Error: %s\n", 
          Trspi_Error_String(tResult));
 goto out_close;
    }

    // Create the encrypted blob object (in software)
    tResult = Tspi_Context_CreateObject(hContext, 
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              TSS_OBJECT_TYPE_ENCDATA, dataInitFlags, &hEncData);
    if (tResult != TSS_SUCCESS) {
 fprintf(stderr, "Tspi_Context_CreateObject failed. Error: %s\n", 
          Trspi_Error_String(tResult));
 goto out_close;
    }

    // Set blob password to NULL
    tResult =  Tspi_GetPolicyObject(hEncData, TSS_POLICY_USAGE, &hPolicy);
    if (tResult != TSS_SUCCESS) {
 fprintf(stderr, "Tspi_GetPolicyObject failed. Error: %s\n", 
          Trspi_Error_String(tResult));
 goto out_close;
    }

    tResult = Tspi_Policy_SetSecret(hPolicy, TSS_SECRET_MODE_NONE, 0,
              NULL);
    if (tResult != TSS_SUCCESS) {
 fprintf(stderr, "Tspi_Policy_SetSecret failed. Error: %s\n", 
          Trspi_Error_String(tResult));
 goto out_close;
    }

    // Bind blob to TPM key created above
    tResult = Tspi_Data_Bind(hEncData, hKey, strlen(secret), 
              (BYTE *)secret);
    if (tResult != TSS_SUCCESS) {
 fprintf(stderr, "Tspi_Data_Bind failed. Error: %s\n", 
          Trspi_Error_String(tResult));
 goto out_close;
    }

    // Retrieve the encrypted data blob    
    tResult = Tspi_GetAttribData(hEncData, TSS_TSPATTRIB_ENCDATA_BLOB, 
              TSS_TSPATTRIB_ENCDATABLOB_BLOB, &blobLen, &blob);
    if (tResult != TSS_SUCCESS) {
 fprintf(stderr, "Tspi_GetAttribData failed. Error: %s\n", 
          Trspi_Error_String(tResult));
 goto out_close;
    }

    // Finally, print the UUID and encrypted blob
    printHex((BYTE *)keyUUID, sizeof(TSS_UUID));
    printf("\n");
    printHex(blob, blobLen);

    retcode = 0;

out_close:
    Tspi_Context_Close(hContext);

out:
    return retcode;
}

int 
parseOptions(int argc, char **argv) {
    int index;
    int c;

    opterr = 0;

    while ((c = getopt (argc, argv, "p:s:h:")) != -1)
    switch (c) {
    case 'p':
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 password = optarg;
 break;
    case 'h':
 host = optarg;
 break;
    case 's':
 secret = optarg;
 break;
    case '?':
    default:
 if (isprint (optopt))
     fprintf (stderr, "Unknown option `-%c'.\n", optopt);
 else
     fprintf (stderr, "Unknown option character `\\x%x'.\n", optopt);
 usage();
 return 1;
    }

    return 0;
}

TSS_UUID * 
uuidGen(TSS_HTPM hTPM){
    TSS_RESULT tResult;
    TSS_UUID *uuid;    

    tResult = Tspi_TPM_GetRandom(hTPM, sizeof(TSS_UUID), (BYTE **)&uuid);
    if (tResult != TSS_SUCCESS) {
 fprintf(stderr, "Tspi_TPM_GetRandom failed. Error: %s\n", 
          Trspi_Error_String(tResult));
 return NULL;
    }

    // Put in the variant and version bits
    uuid->usTimeHigh &= 0x0FFF;
    uuid->usTimeHigh |= (4 << 12);
    uuid->bClockSeqHigh &= 0x3F;
    uuid->bClockSeqHigh |= 0x80;

    return uuid;
}

void 
usage() {
    fprintf(stderr, "usage: tpm_addsecret [-p password] [-s secretdata] 
[-h host]\n");
}

void 
printHex(BYTE *blob, UINT32 blobLen) {
    int i;
    for(i=0; i < blobLen; i++) {
 fprintf(stdout, "%02x", blob[i]);
 if((i+1) % 32 == 0) {
     fprintf(stdout, "\n");
 }
    }
}
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Glossary
AES Advanced Encryption Standard. A symmetric key block encryption algorithm suitable for

encrypting large amounts of data.
API Application Programming Interface. The definition of a set of functions that a library supports.
asymmetric key
cryptography

See public key cryptography..

CA Certificate Authority. A trusted third party that authenticates users and issues security
certificates. In addition to establishing trust in the binding between a user’s public key and
other security-related information in a certificate, the CA digitally signs the certificate information
using its private key.

certificate A security certificate associates (or binds) a public key with a principal--a particular person,
system, device, or other entity. The security certificate is issued by an entity, in whom users
have put their trust, called a Certificate Authority (CA) that guarantees or confirms the identity
of the holder (person, device, or other entity) of the corresponding private key. The CA digitally
signs the certificate with the CA’s private key, so the certificate can be verified using the CA’s
public key. The most commonly used format for public-key certificates is the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) X.509 standard, Version 3.

Certificate
Authority

See CA..

DLKM Dynamically Loadable Kernel Module. A kernel module that can be installed without requiring
a system reboot.

EVFS HP-UX Encrypted Volumes and File Systems. EVFS protects data by encrypting data volumes
to protect data at rest, that is, data on disks. EVFS can also be used to create encrypted backup
media. EVFS prevents anyone who gains unauthorized physical access to storage media from
reading or using the data.

key blob An opaque data object that contains a key and other data used by TCS to use the key. The key
is visible and usable only by TCS.

migratable key A key that can be migrated or moved and used on another TPM system. The Roaming Key and
all its descendants are migratable.

public key
cryptography

A cryptographic method using two mathematically related keys (k1 and k2) such that data
encrypted with k1 can be decrypted only using k2. In addition, most algorithms provide
assurance that only the holder of k1 can correctly encrypt data that can be decrypted by k2.
One key must be private (known only to the owner), but the second key can be widely known
(public), which makes key distribution easy to manage. Public key encryption is computationally
expensive, so it is impractical for bulk data encryption. Instead, public key cryptography is
usually used to authenticate data.
Also referred to as asymmetric key cryptography (the two keys are not the same) or
public-private key cryptography.

RK Roaming Key. A migratable encryption key that protects data. The SRK protects the RK, and
the RK protects TCS application keys.

RSA (Rivest, Shamir, and Adelman) Public key cryptosystem that can be used for privacy (encryption)
and authentication (signatures). For encryption, system A can send data encrypted with system
B's public key. Only system B's private key can decrypt the data. For authentication, system A
sends data with a signature - a digest or hash encrypted with system A's private key. To verify
the signature, system B uses system A's public key to decrypt the signature and compare the
decrypted hash or digest to the digest or hash that it computes for the message.

SK System Specific Storage Key. An encryption key that protects data. It can not be migrated to
another platform. TCS creates an SK but does not use it to protect any other keys.

SRK Storage Root Key. The top key in the TPM key hierarchy. The SRK private key component never
leaves the TPM. It protects the SK and RK.
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TCG Trusted Computing Group. An industry standards group that defines open standards for
hardware-enabled trusted computing using a TPM. It also defines the related TSS APIs.

TCS application
key

A key generated and used by a TCS utility (tpmcreate, tpmencrypt, tpmdecrypt), or by
an application modified to use TCS, such as EVFS. TCS application keys are protected by the
RK.

TCSRSAkeypair An asymmetric RSA key pair protected by the TPM. TCS RSA key pairs are generated by the
tpmcreate utility.

TPM Trusted Platform Module. A specialized security chip that stores passwords and performs
cryptographic operations.

TPM OpenSSL
engine

A binary executable that enables OpenSSL applications to use private keys secured by the TPM.
This executable is dynamically loadable using the OpenSSL engine mechanism.

TSPI Transport Service Provider Interface. The Trusted Computing Group TSPI APIs.
TSS Trusted Computing Group Software Stack. Software stack based on the open source TrouSerS

product. More information on TSS is available at http://www.trustedcomputinggroup.org.
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libtddl.a, 12

M
mail

example with Stunnel and TCS, 48
migratable keys

defined, 16
migrating

TPM, 34

O
OpenSSL

creating TCS keys for, 42
determining version, 44
protecting an existing key, 44
specifying configuration file for SSH, 57
version requirements, 41

P
passphrase

maximum length, 32
specifying, 32

password for TPM
changing, 33
deleting file for, 33
file, 32
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maximum length, 33
re-establishing, 33
restoring file for, 33
specifying, 32
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example with Stunnel and TCS, 48

port number
modifying for tcsd, 69

preshared keys
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protecting an existing, 44
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TPM keys, 31
restoring TCS data, 30
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Roaming Key (see RK)
RSA
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Secure Shell (see SSH)
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configuring with TCS, 70

shutdown script, 87
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SSH
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status
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Storage Root Key (see SRK)
Stunnel
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specifying keys for, 46
system persistent storage

default directory, 15
specifying the directory path, 69
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T
TCS application keys
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TCS RSA key pairs, 17
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tcsd
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remote operatons, 69
system persistent storage, 69

telnet
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threads
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TPM
clearing ownership, 72
password, 32
restoring, 34

TPM keys
backing up, 31
restoring, 31

tpmadm backup command, 31
tpmadm deletekeys command, 68
tpmadm restore command, 31
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overview, 14
passphrase, 42, 57
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syntax, 42
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using with an existing RSA key pair, 44
using with SSH, 56
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syntax, 36
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tpmlist keyinfo command, 68
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